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STIPULATIONS OF THE PARTIES 

 

The Prosecution and the Defendant (the “Parties”) agree and stipulate as to the following: 

 

I. 

 

This is a criminal trial that will be tried before a jury.  The Prosecution is being made by and in 

the name of the State of Texoma, and Bon E. Barrow is the Defendant.  The Defendant has been 

charged by information with the criminal offenses of attempted kidnapping and felony murder. 

 

This will be a bifurcated trial, and the Parties will only try the issue of guilt or innocence.  Should 

the Defendant be found guilty of one or both alleged offenses, there will be a separate trial on the 

issue of punishment at some future date.  An appropriate punishment or range of punishment is, 

therefore, not at issue in this trial and is not to be argued. 

 

Each person who is a witness in this case has been properly advised of their constitutional rights. 

 

II. 

The Information reads as follows: 

 

In the name and by the authority of the State of Texoma, the Criminal District Court of Landry 

County, in said court at said Term, do present an information that one, Bon E. Barrow, on or about 

the 12th day of March 2022, in Landry County, State of Texoma, did commit the crimes of 

attempted kidnapping and felony murder, against the peace and dignity of the State.   

 

Signed by B. D. Sorrels, Criminal District Attorney – Landry County, Texoma. 

 

III. 

 

There are no defects or infirmities in the Information, and none may be argued.  The Defendant 

has been properly warned of all rights, appropriate bail was set, and said bail has been posted. 
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IV. 

 

The Defendant’s witness statement, including the addendum signed the day of trial, was given 

freely and voluntarily, and all of the legal requirements for the taking of said statement have been 

met.  The Defendant’s state and federal constitutional rights—including the right against self-

incrimination, right to counsel, and right to due process of law—are not at issue with regard to the 

statement.   

 

The Court has determined that, after consultation with counsel, the Defendant has freely and 

voluntarily waived the Fifth Amendment right not to testify or answer questions concerning the 

alleged offenses.  The Defendant, therefore, may not invoke the Fifth Amendment while testifying 

at trial. 
 

V. 

 

The Court has both subject matter and in personam jurisdiction over the Parties.  All questions of 

fact are being submitted to a jury, and all questions of law will be decided by the Court. 

 

VI. 

 

The Prosecution has charged the Defendant with attempted kidnapping and felony murder.  The 

Prosecution and Defense have notified the Court that neither party will request the Court to instruct 

the jury on any less-included offense, and neither party may argue at trial that the Defendant is 

guilty of any lesser-included offense.   

 

The Prosecution has also alleged that the underlying felony for the charge of felony murder is the 

charge of attempted kidnapping.  The Prosecution has notified the Court that it will not argue or 

allege at trial that the Defendant committed any other underlying felony for the charge of felony 

murder. 

 

VII. 

 

Under Texoma law, it is unlawful for a person to operate a motor vehicle with a blood alcohol 

content of 0.08 or more because the law presumes such person’s faculties are too impaired to safely 

operate a motor vehicle.   

 

VIII. 

 

Jess Newton, Dell Boone, and Kinton Cane are to testify on behalf of the Prosecution.  They may 

not testify for or be called on behalf of Defendant.  Bon E. Barrow, Gil T. O’Nauthin, and Sam 

Bass are to testify on behalf of Defendant.  They may not testify for or be called on behalf of the 

Prosecution. 

 

IX. 

 

All times referenced in the stipulations, witness statements, and exhibits are in Texoma time. 
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X. 

 

At 6:45 a.m. on March 13, 2022, the Texoma Medical Examiner performed an autopsy of Tee 

Dealy.  The Parties have reviewed the Medical Examiner’s report, which is not an exhibit in this 

trial, and the Parties agree that the only facts from that report that are relevant at trial are the 

following: (1) Tee Dealy’s blood alcohol level at the time of her death was 0.11; (2) a toxicology 

screen of Tee Dealy found no medications, intoxicants, drugs, or other substances other than 

alcohol; and (3) Tee Dealy’s death was caused by blunt force trauma that resulted in damage to 

multiple internal organs, multiple broken bones, and fatal blood loss.  

 

XI. 

 

The Defendant’s MePhone was taken by the Texoma Bureau of Investigation (“TBI”) when the 

Defendant was booked in jail at the TBI downtown field office on March 13, 2022.  While the 

Defendant was in custody, Officer Dell Boone spilled coffee on the Defendant’s MePhone causing 

the phone to be damaged.  The TBI, Defendant’s counsel, and a third-party forensic company 

retained by the Court were all unable to retrieve any data or information from the phone or from 

the phone’s carrier.   

 

XII. 

 

The Defendant and Jess Newton were both licensed private security guards at all relevant times 

and, therefore, were authorized under Texoma law to carry a concealed firearm and possess 

restraints, such as zip-ties, at all times. 

 

XIII. 

All exhibits included in the case materials are authentic and are accurate copies of the originals. 

No objections to the authenticity of the exhibits will be entertained.  The only exhibits to be used 

at trial are those included in the case packet.  The signatures on the witness statements and on all 

other documents are authentic.  No witness was provided any other statement prior to submitting 

their own original fact statement.  The Addenda are signed on the day of trial, and no continuances 

have been granted in this case. 

 

XIV. 

 

Exhibit 1 is a diagram of the streets and buildings in downtown Texoma City.  Exhibit 1 was 

prepared by Sam Bass using a computer program, and the Parties agree that Exhibit 1 and its 

descriptions and markings are accurate except that it is not to scale.  Exhibit 1 is admissible. 

 

XV. 

 

Exhibit 2 is a picture of a cube of bricks similar to the ones that fell from the scaffolding on Fox 

Avenue between Main Street and Washburn Avenue on March 12, 2022.  The Parties agree that 

Exhibit 2 depicts a cube of bricks in similar size, shape, and weight to the ones at issue in this case, 

but Exhibit 2 does not depict the actual cube of bricks that fell from the scaffolding.   
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XVI. 

 

Exhibit 3 is a communication log between Dell Boone and a TBI dispatcher from 8:05 p.m. to 8:38 

p.m. on March 12, 2022.  The Parties agree that the times for each communication in Exhibit 3 

accurately reflect the times each communication began, and neither Party may argue the times for 

any entry are inaccurate.  The Parties further agree that the transcription of the statements contained 

in Exhibit 3 accurately reflects the statements captured on the TBI’s audio recording system, and 

neither Party may argue that any of the statements in Exhibit 3 were inaccurately transcribed. 

 

XVII. 

 

Exhibit 4 is a newspaper article published in the Texoma Journal on February 13, 2022.   

 

XVIII. 

 

Exhibit 5 is the final transcript of the sworn deposition of Detective Lars Wilson, who is presently 

employed with the TBI but is unavailable to testify at trial pursuant to Rule 804(a).  The Parties 

filed a joint notice of deposition of Detective Wilson on April 29, 2022, which the Court approved 

on May 2, 2022.  After the deposition concluded, Detective Wilson and the Parties were afforded 

the opportunity to review the transcript and submit corrections, and no corrections were submitted. 

 

Exhibit 5 has been pre-admitted into evidence subject to the Court’s ruling on any objection(s) 

made on the record during the deposition.  Under Texoma law, all objections during a deposition 

must be made on the record to be preserved, and all such objections must be re-urged at trial to 

obtain a ruling by the Court; otherwise, all objections are waived.   

 

Either party may read or reference portions of Exhibit 5 during opening statements, examinations 

of witnesses, and/or closing arguments.  The Prosecution may also elect to read portions of Exhibit 

5 directly to the jury during its case-in-chief, which will count against the Prosecution’s direct 

examination time.  The Defendant’s counsel may also elect to read portions of Exhibit 5 directly 

to the jury after the Prosecution does so or, if the Prosecution elects not to read any portion of 

Exhibit 5 directly to the jury, then at the end of the Prosecution’s case-in-chief.  Any time spent 

by the Defendant’s counsel reading portions of Exhibit 5 directly to the jury will count against the 

Defendant’s cross-examination time.    

 

If a Party elects to use any portion of Exhibit 5, that party shall first inform the Court and opposing 

counsel of the page and line numbers of the proposed testimony to be used so the Court can rule 

on any objection(s) either party re-urges.  If a party elects to read any portion of Exhibit 5 directly 

to the jury, one attorney from that party shall read the question(s) and answer(s) to the jury.  Any 

objections that have been overruled by the Court may be omitted. 

 

XIX. 

 

Exhibit 6 is a receipt from Tex Mex Thai (“TMT”) dated March 12, 2022.  The bartender who 

printed the receipt left TMT in late March 2022, and her location is unknown on the day of trial.  
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XX. 

 

Exhibit 7 is a handwritten sketch and notes made by Sam Bass while Bass was still employed with 

the Texoma Buildings Department.  Bass has maintained custody of Exhibit 7 since it was created, 

and it was disclosed to the Prosecution on April 28, 2022. 

 

XXI. 

 

Exhibit 8 is a contingent plea agreement between the State of Texoma and Jess Newton dated 

March 18, 2022.   

 

XXII. 

 

Exhibit 9 is a digital rendering of the scaffolding that was used for the construction on the south 

side of Fox Avenue, which was submitted to the Texoma Buildings Department (“TBD”) on March 

1, 2022, along with other information to obtain a permit for such construction.  That permit was 

issued by Sam Bass on behalf of the TBD on March 4, 2022.  Exhibit 9 shows a single scaffolding 

unit, and the Parties agree that there were five identical scaffolding units on Fox Avenue on March 

12, 2022, prior the events at issue in this case. 

 

XXIII.   

 

The Jury Instructions set forth below are accurate in all respects, and no objections to the Jury 

Instructions will be entertained.  The following will be submitted to the jury: 

 

Burden of Proof 

 

The occurrence in question made the subject of this prosecution is the events on or about March 

12, 2022, when the Defendant, Bon E. Barrow, is alleged to have committed the offenses of 

attempted kidnapping and felony murder. 

 

All persons are presumed to be innocent, and no person may be convicted of an offense unless 

each element of the offense is proved beyond a reasonable doubt.  The fact that a person has been 

arrested, confined, indicted for, or otherwise charged with an offense does not create any inference 

of guilt at trial.  The law does not require the Defendant to prove his or her innocence or produce 

any evidence at all.  The presumption of innocence alone is sufficient to acquit the Defendant 

unless the jurors are satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt of the Defendant’s guilt after careful and 

impartial consideration of the evidence. 

 

The Prosecution has the burden of proving the Defendant guilty, and it must do so by proving each 

and every element of the offenses charged beyond a reasonable doubt.  If it fails to do so for any 

charged offenses, you must acquit the Defendant of such offenses.  The Prosecution is not required 

to prove guilt beyond all possible doubt; it is required that the Prosecution’s proof excludes all 

“reasonable doubt” concerning the Defendant’s guilt. 
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A “reasonable doubt” is a doubt based on reason and common sense after a careful and impartial 

consideration of all the evidence in the case. It is the kind of doubt that would make a reasonable 

person hesitate to act in the most important of his or her own affairs. 

 

Proof beyond a reasonable doubt, therefore, must be proof of such a convincing character that you 

would be willing to rely and act upon it without hesitation in the most important of your own 

affairs.  In the event that you have a reasonable doubt as to the Defendant’s guilt after considering 

all the evidence before you, and these instructions, you will acquit the Defendant and say by your 

verdict “Not guilty.” 

 

The Defendant has alleged several defenses to the charge of attempted kidnapping and felony 

murder.  One such defense is that the Defendant abandoned the attempted kidnapping voluntarily 

and before causing any bodily injury or death.  The Defendant bears the burden to prove this 

specific defense (i.e., the voluntary abandonment defense) by a preponderance of the evidence. 

 

The Defendant has also alleged that the TBI recklessly or intentionally destroyed the Defendant’s 

MePhone while in custody with the TBI, which the Defendant alleges contained information 

favorable to the Defense and unfavorable to the Prosecution.  The Defendant bears the burden to 

prove the allegation against the TBI by a preponderance of the evidence.   

 

Proof by a “preponderance of the evidence” means the greater weight and degree of credible 

evidence admitted in this case.  

 

Kidnapping 

A person commits the felony offense of kidnapping if the person: 

1. Takes another person against his/her will from one place to another; and, 

2. Does so under circumstances in which the person so taken does not have freedom of 

movement, will, or decision; and, 

3. Uses violence, force, threat, or intimidation. 

Detaining or chasing a person who is fleeing out of fear for their own personal safety does not 

constitute “taking another person against his/her will from one place to another” under the Texoma 

Kidnapping statute.   

Criminal Attempt 

 

A person commits the offense of criminal attempt if, with the intent to commit a felony, the person 

commits any purposeful act that strongly corroborates the person’s purpose to commit the alleged 

felony.  Attempted kidnapping is a felony.   
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Voluntary Abandonment of Criminal Attempt 

A person does not commit the offense of criminal attempt if the person abandons his or her attempt 

to commit the felony (1) voluntarily and (2) before causing any bodily injury or death.  To establish 

the voluntary abandonment defense, the Defendant must establish by a preponderance of the 

evidence that he or she had an independent and voluntary change of heart to not complete the 

attempted felony.  A person does not “voluntarily” abandon an attempted criminal offense if such 

person ceases the attempted felony out of fear of being caught by law enforcement.   

Felony Murder  

A person commits the offense of felony murder if the person: 

1. Commits or attempts to commit a felony offense; and, 

2. In the course of, or in immediate flight from, the commission or attempt; 

3. The person commits an act clearly dangerous to human life; 

4. That causes the death of another person; and, 

5. The nature of such death was a natural and foreseeable consequence of the act that was 

clearly dangerous to human life.   

Whether the accused committed an act that was “clearly dangerous to human life” is a question of 

fact for the jury. 

Timing of Death for Attempted Felony Murder & Voluntary Abandonment 

It is felony murder if the death of the other person occurs between: (1) the point in time when the 

Defendant initiates an attempt to commit the underlying felony; and (2) the point in time when the 

Defendant voluntarily abandons the attempted underlying felony. The standard for voluntary 

abandonment of an attempted underlying felony is the same as previously described. 

Proximate Cause 

A person’s conduct is the proximate, legally responsible cause of a particular result—here, the 

death of Ms. Dealy—if the death would not have occurred but for the person’s conduct, and the 

death is not too remote or accidental in its occurrence.  There may be more than one proximate, 

legally responsible cause of a particular result.   

Citizen’s Arrest 

Texoma law does not provide any right for a private citizen to arrest another private citizen. 

Ignorance of the Law 

That a person is unaware that his or her conduct is criminal, or believes that such conduct is not 

criminal, is no defense to being convicted of a criminal offense. 
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Spoliation of Evidence 

Spoliation of evidence in a criminal case occurs when the State or law enforcement, including the 

TBI, recklessly or intentionally causes evidence favorable to the Defendant and/or unfavorable to 

the Prosecution to be lost, damaged, and/or destroyed.  In this case, the Defendant alleges that the 

TBI recklessly or intentionally caused evidence on the Defendant’s MePhone to be lost, 

destroyed, or damaged  – and that such evidence was favorable to the Defendant and unfavorable 

to the Prosecution. 

If you, the jury, find that the Defendant has shown by a preponderance of the evidence that the 

TBI recklessly or intentionally caused evidence from the Defendant’s MePhone to be lost, 

destroyed or damaged, then you, the jury, may infer that such evidence was favorable to the 

Defendant and harmful to the Prosecution.  

A person acts “intentionally” when it was such person’s conscious desire or purpose to act in a 

certain way or to cause a certain result, or when such person knew that he or she was acting in a 

way that would be practically certain to cause a certain result. 

A person acts “recklessly” when such person was aware of a substantial and unjustifiable risk, and 

such person consciously disregards that risk.   

XXIV. 

The Jury Questions below are accurate and complete in all respects, and no objections to them will 

be entertained.  The Jury Questions will be presented for the jury’s unanimous decision. 

XXV. 

Please answer the following questions “YES” or “NO.”  

Do you find beyond a reasonable doubt that: 

1. On or about March 12, 2022, the Defendant committed the offense of Attempted

Kidnapping?

YES _______

NO   _______

If your answer is “YES,” please proceed to Question No. 2.   If your answer is “NO,” please

return your verdict form to the bailiff and do not proceed to Question No. 2.

Do you find beyond a reasonable doubt that: 

2. On or about March 12, 2022, the Defendant committed the offense of Felony Murder?

YES _______

NO   _______
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FOREPERSON: Sign and return this verdict form to the Court’s bailiff. 

 

 

______________________________ 

Foreperson   Date 

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted,                                                                                                                                                       

 

 

/s/ B.D. Sorrels                /s/ Keely Barden    

Attorney for the Prosecution    Attorney for the Defendant 

DISTRICT ATTORNEY     ALEXANDER ANDERS ALLISON, LLP 
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FACT STATEMENT OF JESS NEWTON 1 

 2 

Greetings.  My name is Jess Newton.  I am 28 years old and live in East Texoma City, right here 3 

in Landry County, Texoma.  I’ve got a wonderful partner, Jo, and we’re planning to get married 4 

next year.  I’ve lived in Texoma my whole life, and I’ve known Bon E. Barrow since high school. 5 

Good old Roy Rogers High.  Go Bulldogs!  Bon and I used to be the best of friends, but I’ve 6 

recently been told that I’m not very good at picking friends.  If any of you nice people are in the 7 

market for a new pal, just let me know because my schedule is wide open.  You see, I wouldn’t be 8 

sitting here today if it weren’t for Bon.  I bet none of you would get your friend mixed up in a 9 

hare-brained scheme that gets you both into trouble – and ends up getting someone killed in the 10 

process.  But more on that in a bit. 11 

 12 

After high school, Bon and I both decided to serve our country by enlisting in the Marines.  We 13 

were lucky enough to be stationed together and in the same unit during our tour in Afghanistan, 14 

and that’s where we really became best friends.  We both left the Marines after four years of service 15 

with honorable discharges.  From there, we came back home to Texoma and joined the Texoma 16 

Rangers.  It is a pretty big deal to become a Ranger.  It’s a special task force that comes in to help 17 

with criminal investigations that are too large or complex for the local police or the Texoma Bureau 18 

of Investigation, the TBI, to handle on their own.   19 

 20 

I learned a ton during my time with the Rangers and, when a private security company, Rexford 21 

Solutions, came calling, I decided to take that knowledge and make a lot more money.  Bon also 22 

got a job offer with Rexford around the same time I did, about four or five years into our service 23 

with the Rangers.  I’m lucky that Rexford has kept me on board after all this mess, if I’m being 24 

honest, and I’m proud to say that I still work for Rexford today.   25 

 26 

Private security with Rexford was a different world from being a Texoma Ranger.  Basically, 27 

Rexford provides support to companies looking to bolster their digital and physical security, and 28 

to ward off cyber, ransomware, and other types of corporate espionage.  Bon and I worked 29 

exclusively on providing physical security services for rich people, like CEOs and other important 30 

business executives.  Rexford gave us vehicles that had special bullet-proof glass and explosive-31 

proof armor, and we sometimes worked with a driver who was specifically skilled in high-speed 32 

and evasive driving.  Like how to handle themselves in a car chase.  Bon and I received two weeks 33 

of that same training from Rexford (a lot less than the 600 hours the skilled drivers received), and 34 

we also obtained licenses to carry a concealed firearm.  As licensed private security officers, we 35 

can carry a concealed firearm and police-grade zip-tie restraints even when off duty. 36 

 37 

Things were going great for our first two years with Rexford.  Bon and I had the chance to meet 38 

some really interesting people.  In fact, shortly after we started with Rexford, we even got to 39 

provide security for the VIPs attending the Satyre Spectacle.  That’s right, I met the Jackie 40 

Gleason!  Sure, I was disappointed when  N. Stagram didn’t show up to the event, but in hindsight, 41 

that was probably the right call.  That festival was a big mess, but Jackie kept the laughs coming 42 

in the villa where we all stayed that weekend.   43 
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If you know me, I’m not the best at keeping up with current events.  But Bon is.  One day in 1 

February 2022, Bon came to me ranting about this country named Robertstan on the other side of 2 

the world that had invaded the Island of Gwydir.  I’d never heard of either place, if I’m being 3 

honest, but geometry was never my best subject.  What Bon described to me sounded pretty 4 

terrible.  We saw some really scary things during our time in Afghanistan, and I hated to hear 5 

things like that were happening to the people of Gwydir.  We’re talking about innocent families 6 

being forced from their homes, hurt, or even killed during the Robertstan invasion.  Bon told me 7 

they were even thinking of quitting Rexford to go over there and join Gwydir’s volunteer army, 8 

but I managed to talk Bon out of that one.  I recall that Bon had a newspaper article from the 9 

Texoma Journal during the rant about Robertstan, and that Bon said something about some local 10 

oligarch bribing people at some local banks.  Bon gave me a copy of the article, and I skimmed it 11 

later that day.  I believe Exhibit 4 is a copy of that same article, but frankly I’d just be guessing.  12 

 13 

I thought Bon got the Robertstan-Gwydir issue out of their system, but I was horribly mistaken.  14 

Bon took the week off work starting on March 7, 2022, for what I assumed was a vacation.  I called 15 

Bon sometime in the middle of that week, Wednesday, I think, just to check in.  It was then I 16 

learned that Bon had been staking out that same oligarch from Robertstan – Kinton Cane.  Cane 17 

was apparently living right here in Texoma City.  Who knew?  During that call, Bon starting 18 

ranting about Cane’s company providing weapons to Robertstan’s soldiers—like armed drones—19 

and making billions off the suffering of the Gwydir people.  Bon said Cane had to be “taken down.”  20 

I tried to talk Bon out of this idea too, and I recommended that we inform the local police instead.  21 

But Bon responded by saying that we were the best there was; even the Texoma Rangers wouldn’t 22 

be able to handle some oligarch like Kinton Cane, and no one except us would be able to take Cane 23 

in. 24 

 25 

It was hard to disagree with that, but I still tried over and over again on the phone to convince Bon 26 

that anything involving Cane was a bad idea.  But when Bon insisted on moving forward with a 27 

plan to deal with Cane—with or without me—I figured I should join the stakeout and use the time 28 

to convince Bon to abandon the plan.  And, of course, I couldn’t just leave my buddy hanging.  So, 29 

I took off work on Thursday and Friday of that week (March 10 and 11, 2022) and joined Bon for 30 

the stakeout.   31 

 32 

I took a taxi from my apartment to an intersection a few streets down from where Bon told me to 33 

go.  Bon had found this white van, like the kind a plumber or some other contractor might use, and 34 

parked it down the street from Cane’s large compound in southeast Texoma City.  I found the van 35 

and soon discovered there wasn’t much to stake out really.  The compound was several acres and 36 

had a large wall encircling the whole property, which we got a good look at during a couple 37 

reconnaissance missions driving the van around the compound.  We also spent a good chunk of 38 

the time just talking and snacking.  The most interesting thing those two days, if you can call it 39 

interesting, were these random protestors marching around the compound.  I think it was on Friday, 40 

when we moved the van to the south side of the compound where there was this service entrance 41 

because we figured it was more likely that Cane would leave out of that gate to avoid the protestors.  42 

And, if I’m being honest, those protestors were extremely annoying. 43 

 44 

At first, I thought Bon wanted to kill Cane because there was all this talk about sniper rifles, car 45 

bombs, and “termination.”  I refused to get on board with something like that and managed to talk 46 
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Bon out of lethal force.  I even brought some police-grade zip-ties with me when I joined Bon on 1 

Thursday at the van—you know, to convince Bon that restraining Cane was a better idea than 2 

killing Cane.  I have probably a dozen of those zip-ties in my apartment, all of which I’ve received 3 

from Rexford as part of my security job.  Bon then proposed that we make a citizen’s arrest to 4 

make sure Cane couldn’t do any more harm to the people of Gwydir or profit any more on the 5 

suffering of those innocent people.  The plan we came up with was basically for us to arrest Cane 6 

and turn them over to the local police.  You know, the FBI or TBI or someone like that.  I definitely 7 

didn’t want anyone to get hurt – even Cane. Even though I agreed to join the citizen’s arrest plan, 8 

I still thought I could make Bon see the plan was rather nuts.  For a time, we thought we would 9 

have to figure out a way to infiltrate the compound to arrest Cane because the oligarch hadn’t come 10 

out of the compound since the stakeout started on Monday.  We looked for weak points in the 11 

security during our reconnaissance drive-arounds and tried to discern Cane’s movements, but we 12 

never saw Cane – until Saturday, March 12, 2022. 13 

 14 

It was just before 8 p.m. that night, Saturday, and all of a sudden there was Cane, alone in an 15 

expensive black sedan, dressed to the nines from what we could see, and driving out of the 16 

southside gate right in front of us.  The clothes indicated Cane may be going somewhere fancy, so 17 

I did a quick search on Bon’s MePhone and found information about a gala being held in 18 

downtown Texoma City hosted by some big-wig oil and gas magnate.  I didn’t have my MePhone 19 

with me during the stakeout because it was on the fritz and I had taken it to a repair shop.  We 20 

figured the gala had to be where Cane was headed.  Bon was so excited and said that this was our 21 

chance.  I tried one more time to talk Bon out of the plan because, frankly, we just didn’t have a 22 

plan at all.  We hadn’t even settled on exactly how we would arrest Cane or who we would turn 23 

them over to.  But before I could say anything more, Bon started following Cane in our van.   24 

 25 

We followed Cane’s sedan for a couple miles east down Riverside Highway, and I’m pretty sure 26 

Cane didn’t notice us.  We followed the sedan through the highway exit for Larkin Avenue and 27 

both stopped at the red light at Larkin and Westway, which is the first intersection after taking that 28 

particular exit from the highway.  I’ve always hated that light because it lasts for what feels like 29 

an eternity.  It’s probably because Westway is a main traffic artery and the unofficial southern 30 

boundary of downtown Texoma City.  Larkin is a two-lane street that only travels north with 31 

Riverside Highway to its south running east and west.  We were in the left lane on Larkin, and 32 

Cane’s sedan was just a few feet ahead of us in the right lane.  I think it was right around 8 p.m. 33 

when we were stopped at the light at Larkin and Westway. 34 

 35 

Bon made sure we were in Cane’s blind spot and told me to extricate Cane from the sedan while 36 

the light was red.  At that point, I told Bon again that we should abandon the plan and leave it to 37 

the actual authorities.  I also told Bon that I was worried someone would get hurt if we continued 38 

and that we hadn’t spent enough time thinking through the plan to account for all the contingencies 39 

that could occur in a mission like this.  But Bon started screaming at me, calling me a coward and 40 

a loser and a chicken and all these other horrible names.  I told Bon, “I think I’m out,” and was 41 

about to get out of the van when the light finally turned green.  Bon said something like, “well 42 

you’re in now, buddy.”  43 

 44 

Then things got really crazy, like a car chase from a spy movie, but much more scary than exciting.  45 

Bon floored the gas pedal through the light and pulled alongside the black sedan.  I wasn’t driving 46 
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and couldn’t see the speedometer, but I think we were probably going about 60 or 70 miles per 1 

hour if I had to guess.  All of the roads in downtown Texoma City have a 35-mph speed limit.  2 

Fortunately, all the lights were green as we sped down Larkin Avenue.  Bon was able to get our 3 

van ahead of the sedan as we passed Beta Road and jerked us into the right lane cutting off the 4 

sedan and forcing it to slam on the brakes.  I can’t explain it, but I guess my training kicked in or 5 

something.   Bon yelled at me to grab Cane, and I jumped out of the van without thinking.  I’m 6 

certain I wasn’t brandishing my gun or anything; it was still hidden in the concealed holster under 7 

my jacket – that I’m certain – but I did have one of the zip-ties in my hand to restrain Cane if I got 8 

to them.  But before I could even order Cane to get out of the sedan, the sedan shot backwards in 9 

reverse, swerved perfectly around two cars stopped behind it, and turned east down Abby Road 10 

still going in reverse.  As someone who has evasive driving training, I will admit it was rather 11 

impressive driving.  Super impressive, actually. 12 

 13 

I jumped back in the van, and we took a sharp right turn on Charles Street, getting the van back up 14 

to probably 60 mph.  My instincts must have been in full gear because I was in complete “birddog” 15 

mode.  I spotted the sedan to our right as we passed Java Coffee, and I directed Bon to take a hard 16 

right even though we would be going against the northbound traffic on Main Street.  Bon followed 17 

my instructions, and we were headed straight for the sedan, but Cane obviously saw us and turned 18 

quickly on Beta Road headed west.  Bon did the same, but we struggled to keep up with the sedan 19 

because it was much faster and more nimble cutting through the downtown streets.  Bon even said: 20 

“Someone is going to get killed if this keeps going, and I just hope it’s only Cane.”  There was a 21 

wry smile across Bon’s face too. 22 

 23 

I can’t remember all the turns we took after that, but at some point, we passed by Saint Zoe’s 24 

Cathedral and turned right back onto northbound Main Street.  We trailed the sedan as it passed 25 

Debra Drive and curved toward the spot where north and southbound Main Street merge back 26 

together.  The locals refer to that spot as the “Merge.”  There is also this overhead walkway just 27 

south of the Merge where pedestrians can walk over the roadway from the Strip to a Thai fusion 28 

restaurant on this weirdly shaped parcel of land that used to be just a grass field.  So, just shy of 29 

Fox Avenue, the sedan takes a slick hairpin U-turn to get on the southbound side of Main Street.  30 

It was straight out of a movie, drifting across the road like it was ice and kicking up smoke from 31 

the squealing tires.  Bon tried to do the same with our van, but we had to take the U-turn much 32 

slower and drive up onto the sidewalk to make it work.  We were able to see Cane turn right down 33 

Debra, which we did, and then back north on Larkin, which we did too, and then followed it as it 34 

turned right on Fox Avenue.  As soon as we turned on Fox, I thought the whole thing was about 35 

to be over because there was traffic on Fox and the sedan looked like it had no place to go.  But 36 

the sedan jerked quickly into this alley to its right between two tall apartment buildings.    37 

 38 

Bon tried to follow the sedan down the alley, but it took us a few seconds to get around a few cars 39 

in traffic and into the alley.  By then, we had lost sight of it.  I think the sedan must have had killed 40 

its lights because it was so dark in the alley, or maybe Bon said that, I’m not sure.  But I do know 41 

it was very dark just overall that night, and I don’t remember any lights in that alley other than the 42 

headlights from our van.  We rolled slowly down the alley and never saw the sedan by the time we 43 

got to the end of the alley just in front of Debra Drive.  I was looking out of the passenger window 44 

to the west while Bon did the same toward the east, and then this big bright spotlight swept the 45 

street in front of the van.  There was a police helicopter overhead, or at least what I figured was a 46 
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police helicopter since it had the big spotlight.  We couldn’t leave the alley yet because of the 1 

helicopter, but after a few seconds the spotlight went away and I didn’t see the helicopter in the 2 

sky above us anymore.  But I did hear police sirens getting louder.  And then I heard something 3 

weird, like several successive, but soft, “booms.”  They weren’t loud, but I definitely heard a few 4 

noises separated by a second or two each.  5 

 6 

Then Bon decided we should leave, and I could not have agreed more.  Bon turned onto Debra 7 

Drive and then took a bunch of back roads following their MePhone map.  I couldn’t tell you how 8 

we got back in large part because it was so dark.  Bon didn’t speed at any point on our way back, 9 

but we also didn’t see any cop cars on the way.  It took about 15 to 20 minutes to get back to my 10 

apartment.  Bon told me not to tell anyone about our “adventure,” and I agreed not to.  Bon also 11 

told me to “lay low for a week,” but I just shrugged my shoulders.  When I got upstairs to my 12 

apartment, I took a shower and tried to get some sleep, but I just tossed and turned for what felt 13 

like hours.  Finally, I gave up and flipped the TV on in my bedroom.  I know that it was exactly 14 

11 p.m. when I turned on the TV because it was on the local news and the reporter announced that 15 

it was 11 p.m.  There was all this coverage from the downtown area near the Strip.  I heard the 16 

reporter say a female pedestrian had been killed after an accident involving a black sedan that was 17 

fleeing from a white van chasing it around the downtown streets.  18 

 19 

I suddenly felt absolutely sick.  I had warned Bon someone was going to be hurt, and I knew I had 20 

to confess everything as soon as I found out that someone had been killed – especially since I knew 21 

how dangerous the car chase had been to everyone in the area.  I drove straight to the TBI 22 

downtown field office, which sort of felt like returning to the scene of crime since it’s located in 23 

downtown Texoma City.  You can see the TBI office in the bottom left corner of Exhibit 1.  I told 24 

them everything—from Bon’s plan to our surveillance, all the way through the entire car chase.  I 25 

felt bad about snitching on my friend, but I had to do the right thing for the sake of that woman 26 

who died.  The TBI arrested me for my involvement in Bon’s plan.  I also learned from one of the 27 

cops while in jail that they found and arrested Bon later that night or early morning.  I assume they 28 

booked Bon in the same jail where they were holding me, but I never saw Bon there.  29 

 30 

In fact, I haven’t seen or talked to Bon at all since Bon dropped me off my apartment that sordid 31 

night, so it will be a little awkward to see Bon at trial.  The District Attorney charged me with 32 

conspiracy to kidnapping, but they said they would give me a reduced sentence if I agreed to testify 33 

for the State in this trial.  I agreed immediately.  I don’t know what my sentence will be because 34 

the District Attorney said they will decide after this trial is over, but I’ve been told it can range 35 

from probation, of six months to two years, to prison, of one to five years.  I can confirm that 36 

Exhibit 8 is the contingent plea agreement that I signed with the District Attorney to that effect, 37 

and that I was given the opportunity to consult with a lawyer before signing it.  38 

 39 

Finally, as I referenced above, I have seen the diagram of downtown Texoma in Exhibit 1.  It looks 40 

accurate to me based on my knowledge of the area other than it’s probably not to scale, but it’s 41 

close enough.  I’ve looked at Exhibit 1 in preparing this statement to confirm the names of various 42 

roads and monuments that I’ve described during the chase but only after I first drafted this 43 

statement based on memory.  My check of Exhibit 1 only caused me to change one street name—44 

from Beta Road to Abby Road when I was describing Cane reversing the sedan away from the 45 
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van.  But I would have figured out that error eventually since Beta and Abby travel in opposite 1 

directions. 2 

 3 

Further, affiant sayeth naught. 4 

 5 

      Jess Newton   6 

      JESS NEWTON 7 

 8 

SIGNED AND SWORN TO on this the 19th day of March 2022. 9 

 10 

11 
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ADDENDUM TO FACT STATEMENT OF JESS NEWTON 1 

 2 

I think it’s funny Bon says I was the one who suggested we do something to hurt Cane. “Funny” 3 

only because Bon is the one who wanted to kill Cane, not me.  Bon is the one who said Cane 4 

should be taken down “with extreme prejudice.”  I never said those words or anything like it.  I 5 

was the one who suggested a less dangerous idea: referring the matter to the local police.   6 

 7 

At the end of the alley, when we had lost sight of the sedan, Bon never said anything like the plan 8 

being a “bad idea” or that we should leave before someone got hurt.  What Bon did say was 9 

something like “we should get out of here and try again another time when we’ll have better luck.”  10 

I’m not saying that’s an exact quote of what Bon said, but that’s the gist.  Bon never talked about 11 

giving up for good.  I got the distinct impression Bon was only postponing the plan to kidnap Cane.  12 

I did not include this in my original statement because I had no idea what Bon would say—and 13 

what I would need to refute—and I guess I wasn’t asked to include what Bon had said exactly at 14 

the end of the alley.   15 

 16 

I should also include something else that I left out of my original statement.  On our drive back 17 

from downtown Texoma using the map on Bon’s MePhone, while we did not see any cop cars or 18 

police helicopters, Bon was scanning the road like a hawk.  We took a few turns here and there, 19 

and I wasn’t really paying attention to the drive back since I was in shock from the events, but if 20 

Bon saw a police car in the distance, then Bon probably just took a turn or something to make sure 21 

we weren’t spotted.   22 

 23 

I feel awful for that poor pedestrian and her family, and I’m here today because I want justice for 24 

them.  This never would’ve happened if Bon had listened to me from the start and let the real law 25 

enforcement folks take care of Cane.  Sure, we used to be Texoma Rangers and United States 26 

Marines, but I thought those days were behind us.  Apparently, Bon didn’t think so.  I’m also not 27 

afraid to tell the truth even at a high cost.  I reported on a fellow Marine during my time defending 28 

this great country, a bar fight that turned ugly and got a civilian pretty injured.  I hated doing it, 29 

but I was duty-bound to do so. 30 

 31 

The Prosecution asked me to clarify the time spent in the van during the stakeout.  After I arrived 32 

at the van on Thursday, March 10, 2022, Bon and I only left the van for a few bathroom breaks at 33 

a gas station each day.  We took turns sleeping and monitoring the compound at night so we always 34 

had eyes on Cane.  I’m not sure if Bon left the van and before I arrived on Thursday, but I would 35 

not be shocked if Bon stayed there the entire time.  We both have received training on maintaining 36 

a long-term stakeout, at the Marines and again with the Texoma Rangers.  37 

 38 

I’ve also been provided a copy of a transcript from the deposition of Detective Lars Wilson, which 39 

is Exhibit 5.  I recall that Detective Wilson was the one who interviewed me when I went to the 40 

TBI downtown field office to confess everything about the botched kidnapping.  I didn’t see 41 

anything in Exhibit 5 related to me that I disagree with. 42 

 43 

The last thing I want to reiterate is that I am 100% sure that I heard those soft booms that I described 44 

in my original statement—and that I heard them before we left the alley in the van.  I have no idea 45 

which one of those booms was the brick cubes hitting Cane’s sedan, the scaffolding falling, or 46 
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something related to all that.  But it still shows you that the events that led to the pedestrian’s death 1 

happened before Bon pulled the van out of the alley and headed back to my apartment – even if 2 

you believe Bon’s lies about abandoning the kidnapping plan rather than just postponing it. 3 

 4 

I am still employed with Rexford today, but I should point out that Rexford has a policy against 5 

employing anyone that is convicted of a felony and imprisoned for more than a year.  6 

 7 

This concludes my sworn testimony. 8 

 9 

      Jess Newton   10 

      JESS NEWTON 11 

 12 

SIGNED AND SWORN TO at 7:00 a.m. on this the day of trial. 13 
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FACT STATEMENT OF DELL BOONE 1 

 2 

My name is Dell Boone, and I am a licensed helicopter pilot employed by the Texoma Bureau of 3 

Investigation, the TBI, in their aerial surveillance division.  I just turned 34 years old; my birthday 4 

was two days ago.  After graduating from the United States Naval Academy in Annapolis, 5 

Maryland, with a bachelor’s degree in aerospace engineering in 2010, I received flight training at 6 

the Naval Aviation Schools Command in Pensacola, Florida.  There, I became certified to pilot a 7 

variety of rotary-wing aircraft including the Bell UH-1, the one everybody calls the “Huey.”  I 8 

flew Hueys and other rotary-wing aircraft with the Navy for eleven years, accumulating over 2000 9 

hours of flight time.  After leaving the Navy in 2021, I was hired by the TBI as a pilot for their 10 

surveillance aircraft, which—perfect for me—are Bell UH-1’s.  My old friend the Huey!  I have 11 

been employed by TBI for almost a year now, and I have obtained more than sufficient flight hours 12 

to remain fully qualified to operate a Huey for search-and-rescue operations and aerial surveillance 13 

to assist officers on the ground during active pursuits of suspects. 14 

 15 

On March 12, 2022, a TBI dispatcher requested immediate aerial support after receiving a call at 16 

approximately 2003 hours reporting a high-speed car chase in downtown Texoma City.  I was the 17 

duty pilot that night and actually in my helicopter performing a standard checklist for takeoff when 18 

the dispatch request came in.  That included performing a diagnostic test to confirm that all the 19 

equipment was calibrated.  You see, even if there is no active request for aerial support, we still 20 

get the helicopters in the air at least every other day to ensure everything is working properly.  I 21 

was literally on the last checklist item, so I got my bird in the air just a couple minutes after 22 

receiving the dispatch request.  Once in the air, I proceeded directly to the downtown area where 23 

the car chase had been reported.  I will be honest; I was pretty excited because it was my first real 24 

high-speed traffic case.  Most of the time I just monitored Riverside Highway and issued speeding 25 

tickets.  Yes, those signs you see that say a road is being monitored by aircraft are for real.  I knew 26 

it would only take me three or four minutes to get to the general area since our helipad is just to 27 

the south of downtown.  When I’m not at the hangar, I work out of the TBI downtown field office.  28 

You can see where that field office is on Exhibit 1, which I believe is a very good diagram of the 29 

downtown Texoma area.  You cannot see the hangar on Exhibit 1 because it is about ten miles 30 

south of Riverside Highway, which is also not on Exhibit 1, but the highway is the next road south 31 

of Westway running east-west. 32 

 33 

There were several clouds in the sky that night, and it was very dark.  En route to the area, I was 34 

being updated by the TBI dispatcher with additional information concerning the suspect vehicles 35 

and the specific streets where the apparent chase was happening.  The dispatcher advised that, 36 

according to the witness who called in the initial report, two vehicles appeared to be racing: a black 37 

sportscar sedan and a light-colored panel van.  The witness also reported that the van seemed to 38 

be chasing the sedan. At approximately 2012 hours, I observed the two suspected vehicles from 39 

my helicopter and confirmed their current location and description with the dispatcher so that could 40 

be relayed to officers on the ground.  It looked to me like the van was indeed chasing the sedan, 41 

especially since I couldn’t imagine a van trying to race a sportscar.  The dispatcher was 42 
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coordinating with officers from the TBI and the Texoma City Police Department, which is pretty 1 

standard.  TBI routinely coordinates with local officers to provide special assistance. 2 

 3 

Both vehicles were traveling at a very high rate of speed.  There is a device on the Huey that can 4 

measure the speed of cars on the ground, basically a speed radar, and it clocked the sedan at over 5 

80 mph at one point shortly after I arrived over the scene.  I was stunned a car could get up to that 6 

speed in such a congested area.  Both vehicles were driving very erratically and swerving 7 

aggressively through the narrow downtown streets, and I’m pretty sure they each ran at least one 8 

red light, but I can’t be sure since I was hovering overhead and couldn’t see most of the traffic 9 

signals.  I was constantly updating the dispatcher on the vehicles’ location because they were 10 

taking numerous turns and I wanted the ground units to intercept them as soon as possible and put 11 

an end to the chase.  I remember seeing at least one patrol car with its flashing lights in the distance, 12 

approaching from the north and getting closer, so I turned on the helicopter’s search light and 13 

focused it on the suspect vehicles.  14 

 15 

Most of the buildings in the downtown area are no more than a couple stories high, but there are 16 

several apartment and commercial buildings that are a bit taller.  And the Moss Mansion Hotel is 17 

very tall, around 25 or 30 stories.  At 2013 hours, I saw the sedan turn down an alley between two 18 

of the taller apartment buildings between Larkin and Main Street, and I lost sight of it because the 19 

alley was so narrow and there are these crosswalks between the buildings that blocked my view 20 

from above.  So, I focused on the van until it turned into the same alley and I lost sight of it too.  I 21 

swung the helicopter around toward the other end of the alley, the south side, because I expected 22 

them to fly out the other side.  And that’s exactly what the sedan did at 2014 hours.  I followed the 23 

sedan as it took several sharp turns and reported the location to the dispatcher, but I never saw the 24 

van leave the alley.  When the sedan exited the alley between the buildings, I reported to the 25 

dispatcher that it looked like the sedan had turned off its headlights.  I assumed the sedan had done 26 

so to avoid being spotted down the alley.  But I cannot be certain the sedan’s lights were off 27 

because it can sometimes be difficult to tell whether a vehicle has its lights on when it’s fully 28 

illuminated by the spotlight – and I had the sedan fully lit up as soon as it emerged from the alley. 29 

 30 

Based on the dispatch log, I lost sight of the van after it entered the alley at approximately 2014 31 

hours.  The dispatcher told me to focus on finding the van, so I turned my attention away from the 32 

sedan just as it turned east down Westway.  I scanned the area south of Debra Drive looking for 33 

the van, but I was unable to locate it before I saw a bunch of dust and small debris thrown up into 34 

the air on the north side of downtown.  According to the log, I reported observing the debris and 35 

dust at 2017 hours.  I now know that was from some collapsing scaffolding near the corner of Fox 36 

and Washburn, and that several cubes of bricks had fallen off the scaffolding, like the type you see 37 

at a house being constructed.  Fortunately, officers on the ground arrived on scene within seconds 38 

of the scaffolding collapse, but I was informed later that one woman was killed and a couple other 39 

people were injured.  While you never want to see someone die or injured, it was fortunate that it 40 

wasn’t much worse.  Those brick cubes are like a wrecking ball and could have brought down 41 

several buildings I reckon.  Just look at Exhibit 2 – those cubes are massive.   42 
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I understand from the District Attorney that the timing of the pedestrian’s death is an important 1 

fact in this case.  It’s clear from the communication log between me and the dispatcher, which is 2 

Exhibit 3, that I observed the dust and debris at 2016 hours that night, and thus it seems obvious 3 

to me that Cane’s sedan must have caused the scaffolding to collapse seconds earlier – even though 4 

I did not see that occur.  I observed the Defendant’s van enter the alley at 2014 hours, which leaves 5 

a gap of approximately two to three minutes between those times.  I had the helicopter’s spotlight 6 

on during that entire three-minute gap, so it’s safe to assume that anyone on the ground—including 7 

the Defendant—would have seen it.  I never saw the van leave the alley.  While it’s possible 8 

(because anything is possible) that I somehow missed the van leaving the alley during those two 9 

minutes, I find it extremely unlikely.  I’m an excellent pilot with years of training in aerial 10 

surveillance.  I know how to find what I’m looking for. 11 

 12 

Based on my memory and review of the dispatch log, the only possible time the van could have 13 

left the alley was when I was repositioning the helicopter at 2016 hours after being directed to find 14 

the van.  At that moment, I was over the intersection of Connors and Westway – basically in the 15 

bottom left corner of Exhibit 1 – and headed northeast, or towards the top right corner of Exhibit 16 

1.  The buildings between that intersection and the south end of the alley are a few stories tall, not 17 

like the apartment buildings on either side of the alleyway or the apartments and Moss hotel on 18 

the west side near Washburn.  So, while I could not directly see the south end of the alley from 19 

that intersection, Connors and Westway, I could see all of the streets around it.  And I never saw 20 

the white van.  That’s not the type of vehicle that’s hard to see, and I didn’t see any other white 21 

vans during any of my time circling over downtown Texoma City that night.   22 

 23 

In fact, I never saw the white van again even after I was directed to continue searching for it 24 

immediately after the scaffolding collapse.  I basically searched the entire area you see in Exhibit 25 

1, from Washburn to Connors Street, and from Fox Avenue down to Westway.  I would have 26 

continued searching a wider area, but I was low on fuel and had to return to base.  During all the 27 

rush to get in the air, I neglected to check my fuel levels before takeoff, and I was a bit low of fuel 28 

after officers arrived at the scene of the crash and the pedestrian’s death.  I advised dispatch of my 29 

fuel situation and, at 2028 hours, I was cleared by the on-scene supervisor on the ground to return 30 

to base.  I sat the Huey down at approximately 2037 hours.  On arrival, I turned the aircraft over 31 

to our ground crew, completed my flight log, and remained at the hangar for the rest of my shift 32 

without further incidents. 33 

 34 

However, I do need to take responsibility for an incident that occurred the next day.  My shift on 35 

March 13, 2022 began at 1200 hours, and I reported to the downtown TBI field office about twenty 36 

minutes before my shift was to start.  I learned from one of my supervisors that there had been 37 

three arrests related to the car chase the night before, the driver of the sedan and two people who 38 

were in the white van.  Apparently, the passenger in the van came to their senses after learning the 39 

pedestrian had been killed and came to the TBI office to confess everything about 11:30 pm.  That 40 

led to the eventual arrest of the van’s driver, who I learned was named Bon E. Barrow.  During 41 

our pre-shift meeting that day, March 13, I learned that we had taken Barrow into custody and that 42 
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Barrow was in one of our jail cells.  As is customary, officers had taken all of Barrow’s personal 1 

items, including a MePhone, and stored them in a secure room where we hold evidence. 2 

 3 

After the pre-shift meeting, one of my superior officers asked me to pull some evidence for a 4 

different case and review a report prepared by some of the crime scene technicians.  We are not 5 

supposed to bring any drinks or food into the evidence room to avoid any spills or contamination 6 

of the evidence, and I had never done that – but, for some reason, I had a full cup of coffee that I 7 

took with me into the evidence room that day.  I realized my mistake as soon as the secured door 8 

closed behind me, so I put the coffee cup down on a table near the door where we have a few bins 9 

for pieces of evidence that have not been assigned a particular location in the evidence room.  You 10 

see, all the shelves and aisles in that room have specific numbers and codes so we know where to 11 

look for things, sort of like a library and its indexing system. 12 

 13 

After I pulled the evidence that I was looking for, which was in a medium-sized bankers box, I 14 

went back to the door and tried to grab my coffee cup while holding the box under my other arm 15 

– and I accidentally knocked the coffee cup over.  The cup was full, and it spilled directly into a 16 

small bin where we unfortunately had put all of Barrow’s personal items, including Barrow’s 17 

MePhone.  I ran out to get some paper towels to mop up the spilled coffee, but the phone was 18 

submerged in coffee when I returned about a minute later.   19 

 20 

I felt awful for my mistake, and I humbly accepted my two-day suspension without pay, a decision 21 

I learned of yesterday.  It will never happen again.  I’m just glad the District Attorney didn’t need 22 

any information from Barrow’s MePhone to prosecute our case in this trial. 23 

 24 

My only other regret—other than the poor woman who died—was that the video recording 25 

equipment on the Huey apparently malfunctioned and failed to save a video of the car chase.  But 26 

the communication log between me and the dispatcher still provides a solid timeline because they 27 

are automatically noted with the time of each communication.  As I said before, that 28 

communication log is Exhibit 3, and it’s a pretty standard report or record that we create at TBI. 29 

 30 

Further, affiant sayeth naught.   31 

 32 

         Dell Boone   33 

      DELL BOONE 34 

 35 

SIGNED AND SWORN TO on this the 21st day of March 2022.   36 
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ADDENDUM TO FACT STATEMENT OF DELL BOONE 1 

 2 

I’ve had a chance to read the other witness statements submitted in this case, and there are a few 3 

things I would like to add and clarify from my original statement.  First, I understand there is a 4 

dispute regarding why the Defendant allegedly abandoned the attempted kidnapping plot.  I 5 

obviously cannot answer anything about that since I wasn’t in the van and would just be 6 

speculating.   7 

 8 

But I am probably the only person who can give you a definitive timeline regarding the van’s 9 

location from the time it entered the alley to the time the pedestrian was killed.  As I noted in my 10 

original statement, I swept the area around the alley during that three-minute gap—twice 11 

actually—and never spotted the van.  I could not see into the alley because the buildings on both 12 

sides were too tall and it was too dark in the alley, but I am confident the van was still there.  The 13 

danger to people on the ground is obvious when you have two cars street racing in a downtown 14 

area, so I knew I had to find that van forthwith.   15 

 16 

I will concede that there is a remote possibility that I missed the van leave the alley while sweeping 17 

the area during that three-minute timeframe.  But the van would have had to leave at the perfect 18 

moment when I was either too far from the alley or after I had passed it.  As you can see in the 19 

dispatch log in Exhibit 3, I basically made two sweeps from the Larkin and Westway intersection 20 

to the area where the pedestrian was killed on Fox Avenue.  Basically, a diagonal route from the 21 

bottom left corner of Exhibit 1 to the top right corner.  I understand that the Defendant claims to 22 

have left the alley, proceeded west on Debra Road and past Connors Street to another road that led 23 

them back to Riverside Highway.  That route is certainly possible, but I surely would have seen 24 

the van passing through Connors Street since it’s a wide two-lane street that’s well-lit, even at 25 

night.  Yes, there were a lot of cars on the road about that time because it was a Saturday night, 26 

but again I didn’t see any other white vans.  It’s not like I was struggling to decipher different 27 

white vans.  I didn’t see a single white van.  The only reasonable explanation is that the van was 28 

in the alley that whole time. 29 

 30 

I will concede that whole sequence that led to the pedestrian’s death is a bit odd: car being chased 31 

loses control, smacks scaffolding, collapses scaffolding holding brick cubes, and brick cubes fall 32 

toward earth and cause injury and death.  The story does come up at parties.  But I wouldn’t say 33 

that everything that happened in this case is a crazy-out-of-the-ordinary, how-could-anyone-34 

possibly-foresee type of thing.  Scaffolding falls when it’s dislodged, gravity makes heavy things 35 

fall towards the ground, and brick cubes can hurt or kill.  And, if you take a 30,000-foot view of 36 

everything that happened, it seems obvious (if not guaranteed) that a car chase in a congested 37 

downtown area could lead to the death of a pedestrian in the same area. 38 

 39 

I’ve been provided a copy of this sketch in Exhibit 7, which I understand is a sketch made by Sam 40 

Bass, one of the Defendant’s witnesses.  I was hovering over the site of the collapsed scaffolding 41 

for a few minutes, and the sketch looks generally accurate from what I remember – but I was not 42 

on the ground or studying the scene long enough to confirm how accurate Exhibit 7 really is. 43 
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While I don’t think there is any dispute that the sedan and van were traveling at very high rates of 1 

speed during the car chase, I should clarify that the radar in the helicopter does not store 2 

information.  It is basically just a digital display that shows the speed captured by the device, which 3 

I can see from my pilot seat and often relay to the dispatcher, as I did in this case. 4 

 5 

Finally, I have seen the transcript from the deposition of Detective Wilson who I know fairly well 6 

from my time with the TBI.  That transcript is Exhibit 5, and I see Detective Wilson’s statements 7 

about my coffee cup mistake.  I don’t see anything in Exhibit 5 that I would disagree with, and I 8 

would defer to Detective Wilson as one of my superior officers if there was any minor 9 

inconsistency in my testimony compared to his. 10 

 11 

This concludes my sworn testimony. 12 

 13 

         Dell Boone   14 

      DELL BOONE 15 

 16 

SIGNED AND SWORN TO at 7:00 a.m. on the first day of trial. 17 

 18 
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FACT STATEMENT OF KINTON CANE 1 

 2 

My name is Kinton Cane, and I’m 41 years old.  I am happy, healthy, rich, and living my best life.  3 

I am married to Wall “Ace” Chavez, the internationally known tennis star, who is 25.  We have 4 

two children—Cash and Coyne—who are six (twins, you see) and attend the internationally 5 

renowned Knowles School in Lower Moravia.  We have homes on four continents, including a 6 

five-acre parcel of land in southwest Texoma City that I purchased in 2019 for just under $13 7 

million.  You should see it—it’s palatial.  And it’s where I currently spend most of my time.   8 

 9 

The Texoma property is basically shaped like a square, and the entire property is surrounded by a 10 

ten-foot concrete wall topped with razor wire.  There are hefty gates on all four sides of the 11 

property, and I employ a team of five security guards to monitor the property at all times.  The 12 

main residence has fourteen beds and nineteen baths, there is a garage that can hold up to twenty 13 

vehicles, and I have a separate building near the main residence that serves as my office.  A few 14 

other buildings are on the property too, like where the security guards and other staff live, and 15 

where we house all of our computer servers on a secure network.   16 

 17 

The security team, wall, razor wire, and all that are necessary because the lamestream media here 18 

in Texoma are out to get me.  They make up lies about everything—how I built my empire, the 19 

nature of my business, how I currently make money, and even how I met my spouse.  To be clear, 20 

I am not an “oligarch” like some people have called me nor did I meet my spouse on a dating app.  21 

I’m just a simple businessperson who met the love of my life at the Edgartown Yacht Club. 22 

 23 

When I was seven, I wanted to be a fighter pilot after seeing the movie Supersonic Gunners, but I 24 

was colorblind and apparently that means you can’t be a fighter pilot.  So, I went to college instead 25 

and earned my bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from MIT at 17, an MBA from Harvard 26 

at 19, and a double Ph.D. in electrical engineering and astrophysics from MIT when I was 25.  I 27 

started my career at Tiger Telecommunications (“Tiger”) where I worked in their microchip 28 

division.  Tiger was responsible for developing the first generation of microchips for the original 29 

version of the MePhone.  I eventually became CEO at Tiger and stayed in that position until Tiger 30 

was bought out by Omni Consumer Products (“OCP”), the company that manufactures the 31 

MePhone.  After the acquisition, I transitioned to work for OCP as its chief project developer.  Part 32 

of the reason for the acquisition was that OCP was trying to expand into autonomous vehicles and 33 

drones (called unmanned aerial vehicles or UAVs), and they needed our chip technology to make 34 

all that happen.  By 2018, under my leadership, OCP developed several classes of drones for 35 

civilian and military use as well as a prototype for a package delivery project. 36 

 37 

Due to the overwhelming success of the drone project at OCP, I was promoted to Vice President 38 

in 2018.  I left six months later to become CEO at Graybird S.A. (“Graybird”), the world leader in 39 

drone R&D (research and development) headquartered in Brussels, Belgium.  With my experience 40 

and expertise, I turned Graybird into the global leader of drone sales with more than $400 million 41 

in gross revenue in 2019 alone.  By 2021, Graybird had reached $25 billion in annual global sales.  42 

But you can’t make a truckload of money and expect the taxman not to come knocking.  Due to 43 

burdensome tax laws in Belgium and the European Federation, we officially moved Graybird to 44 

Texoma at the end of 2021 because it is far more business friendly.  Just before the invasion of 45 

Gwydir (pronounced “Gwhy-Deer”), Graybird was on track for $30 billion in annual global sales. 46 
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While I am a proud native of Robertstan, I am not proud of my country’s invasion because it has 1 

severely impacted my business.   First, we had civilian contracts with companies located in 2 

Gwydir, and many of those business have been destroyed and their workers displaced, injured, or 3 

killed.  That is unfortunate.  Second, while my company does have a handful of military contracts 4 

for the sale of UAVs and drones in the general region where Robertstan and Gwydir are located, 5 

we do not have any directly with Robertstan – despite what you may have read in news articles 6 

authored by uninformed journalists.   7 

 8 

In any event, because a few of our military customers in the region have aligned with Robertstan 9 

(or are simply believed to be aiding Robertstan), a bunch of other countries like the U.S. have 10 

imposed severe global sanctions that basically make it impossible for us to continue delivering 11 

anything to our customers in that region.  While I expected a few speedbumps related to our civilian 12 

contracts in Gwydir, for obvious reasons, I had not expected our military contracts to grind to a 13 

halt so quickly after the invasion began in February 2022. 14 

 15 

I think it was a couple weeks after Robertstan officially invaded Gwydir that I got a call from the 16 

U.S. State Department.  Evidently, there were videos circulating online and on social media 17 

showing Robertstan soldiers launching missile attacks on shopping centers, apartment towers, and 18 

hospitals – some of which were done using Graybird’s UAVs.  Obviously, that was a shock to me 19 

since we did not have any military contracts directly with Robertstan.  I tasked one of our best 20 

analysts with tracing the source of those products, and the most likely conclusion was that our 21 

customers in the region were selling their UAVs to Robertstan to turn a quick profit.  Not much I 22 

could do about that, but I am absolutely sure that Graybird had never sold any UAVs directly to 23 

Robertstan.   24 

 25 

The reports of Robertstan using our Graybird UAVs in the Gwydir invasion have led to some very 26 

angry people play-acting as protestors when they’re not working all fifteen hours a week as a 27 

barista.  There’s something about coffee and fake outrage, I swear.  I was even cut off from getting 28 

coffee delivered from Java Coffee in downtown Texoma City, which used to be my favorite café 29 

in the area.  I used to order coffee by the case for me and my staff.  Anyway, for weeks, these 30 

protestors would march up and down the sidewalk surrounding my Texoma property yelling, 31 

chanting, and holding signs about us being baby killers and all of that nonsense.  My office is in 32 

the middle of my Texoma property, thousands of feet away from the exterior wall in every 33 

direction, so I’m not sure what those people thought they would accomplish if I couldn’t hear their 34 

banal proclamations.  35 

 36 

On March 12, 2022, I had early morning Zoom calls with my Graybird team as we were still trying 37 

to do some public relations damage control due to the videos of our UAVs.  It was a tough day and 38 

we still had more questions than answers, but I was looking forward to a gala that night in 39 

downtown Texoma City hosted by an oil entrepreneur from the Middle East.  While I normally 40 

have my driver (slash bodyguard) take me around the city, he was feeling a little under the weather, 41 

so I decided to drive myself.  It had been a while since I got behind the wheel of my late model 42 

Aston Martin that was built specifically for me and delivered to Texoma about eight months earlier 43 

directly from the overseas manufacturing plant.  The sedan even has one of those decorative 44 

European license plates on the front.  I just love driving that car; it’s one of the same ones shown 45 

in those Fast Lane movies.  Fast, sleek, and just plain cool.   46 
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It was a bit before 8 p.m. when I left my home through the south gate and headed east toward 1 

Riverside Highway.  My security team informed me that the protestors were near the north gate at 2 

that time, and I wasn’t in the mood to navigate through their nonsense or risk them throwing stuff 3 

at my nice sportscar.  Not that I would be able hear them since I only listen to music at one level 4 

– ELEVEN.  And I’m still not sure what else those people wanted me to do.  We were working on 5 

figuring out how our products were used in the invasion, but it wasn’t like we could fix it with the 6 

snap of our fingers.  Things take time.  Especially when the issue concerns a military invasion on 7 

the other side of the world.  8 

 9 

I was cruising eastbound on Riverside Highway going about 75 miles per hour.  The speed limit 10 

is 60 mph but I still don’t think those “Speed monitored by aircraft” signs are anything more than 11 

a bluff.  And, if I got a speeding ticket, so what?  I would just pay it.  The gala was being held at 12 

the Moss Mansion Hotel, a 30-story posh hotel located on the southeast corner of Fox and 13 

Washburn Avenue.  In fact, Moss Mansion is the tallest building the downtown area, with 35 14 

stories.  I know that because the gala was in the Executive Ballroom on the top floor, floor 35.    15 

 16 

I exited the highway at Larkin Avenue, headed north, and stopped at the light on Westway.  That 17 

light is notoriously long because Westway is one of the few roads in downtown Texoma City that 18 

travel in both directions, so I checked a few emails on my MePhone waiting for the light to turn 19 

green.  When the light turned green, I continued north on Larkin Avenue passing Abby and Beta 20 

Road, but then, all of a sudden, there was this cheap white van speeding alongside my sedan.  It 21 

felt like the van was trying to run me off the road, and I guess I switched immediately into “flight” 22 

mode.  You see, school was just too easy for me, like that Good Will Bunting guy from the movies, 23 

and I needed something else to keep my interests.  So, I started racing cars in an amateur circuit.  24 

That will teach you some evasive driving skills, let me tell you. I’m basically a professional driver.  25 

 26 

Larkin Avenue is a two-lane road that runs north and I was in the right lane with the van swerving 27 

into me from the left lane.  I was pinned behind a slower car in the right lane so the van was able 28 

to get ahead of me and cut me off just before we reached Charles Street.  When I saw the driver 29 

exit the van with a gun and zip-ties in hand, I did not know what was going on – but I knew I was 30 

either about to be kidnapped or killed.  I shifted hard into reverse, slalomed between two cars 31 

behind me, turned east onto Abby Road (still in reverse), and pulled a very slick 180 degree turn 32 

to get the sedan facing the right direction.  Then I put the pedal dang near through the floorboards 33 

and might as well have been the star of my own Fast Lane movie. 34 

 35 

I have no idea the exact route I took through downtown during the car chase that followed, but I 36 

know that I broke just about every traffic law in the books.  I had no choice!  The sedan was 37 

certainly faster than the van (and probably the police too!).  I bet I took about two dozen turns 38 

through the downtown streets trying to shake the van off my tail.  And I did a few times, at least 39 

for a moment, but every time I thought I had lost it for good, there was that dang van again in my 40 

rearview mirror again.  I don’t know how long that van was chasing me, but it felt like an hour 41 

even though I know it was probably much, much shorter.   42 

 43 

At some point, I found myself heading north on Main Street towards that weird spot where the 44 

north and southbound lanes come back together just south of Fox Avenue and where that overhead 45 

walkway is.  I could see the van behind me as I entered the curve, so I decided to use the hand 46 
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brake and pull a deft drifting maneuver to slide into the southbound lanes and hopefully shake the 1 

van.  It was a slick turn, I will tell you that, and then I turned right quickly onto Debra Drive hoping 2 

the van wouldn’t make the U-turn in time to see my next move.  From there, I turned right onto 3 

Larkin and then another quick right on Fox Avenue, but I had to slam on my brakes because there 4 

was some traffic backed up from the red light at the Main Street intersection. 5 

 6 

I knew I had to keep moving.  I saw an alley to my right between a couple taller apartments, so I 7 

jerked the sedan into the alley, killed the headlights, and shifted into neutral so I didn’t need to 8 

brake and illuminate my brake lights.  I was just hoping the van would fly past the alley without 9 

seeing me.  But sure enough, that stupid van pulled behind me again!  I was pretty sure I hadn’t 10 

been spotted yet though because the van was rolling slowly down the dark alley, but I couldn’t just 11 

stay there.  So, I shifted into drive and zipped out of the alley and kept driving.  Around that time, 12 

I remember hearing police sirens and a helicopter overhead.  The helicopter had this bright search 13 

light that hit the sedan several times, which made it a little difficult to see because there was so 14 

much glare.  I figured I needed to evade the van for only a few more minutes before the police 15 

would arrive and detain the van driver.  So, I kept speeding and taking random turns and eventually 16 

found myself back on Fox Avenue. 17 

 18 

There, I heard the helicopter overhead again, and I slowed down to about 35 mph.  I reached for 19 

my MePhone to call my security team but accidently knocked it onto the floorboards near my feet.  20 

I reached down for it and took my eyes off the road for less than a second, but when I looked up, 21 

I was drifting towards the sidewalk to my right.  Still in the street but drifting.  So, I yanked the 22 

wheel to the left, and I guess my back end fishtailed off the right and hit some construction stuff 23 

on the south side sidewalk, like scaffolding and the like.  I hit the brakes and started to skid – and 24 

that’s the last thing I remember other than this loud crash into my car.   25 

 26 

When I woke up, I was in the hospital with a massive headache and one of my wrists handcuffed 27 

to the bed.  There were a few cops in my room, but none of them would explain to me what had 28 

happened or why I was chained to the bed.  Finally, a doctor told me that I had suffered a moderate 29 

concussion after a bunch of bricks fell onto my sedan.  You know, those cubes of bricks you see 30 

on a construction site?  Apparently, there were several cubes of bricks on the third level of the 31 

scaffolding that fell down, and I was told each one weighs about two thousand pounds!  You can 32 

see a picture of what a brick cube looks like in Exhibit 2.  I’m lucky I’m not dead.  But my sedan 33 

sure is.  It was totaled and I never saw it again.  34 

 35 

An assistant district attorney came to my hospital room the next morning (and here I thought 36 

government workers never worked on weekends). The attorney explained that when the 37 

scaffolding and the brick cubes fell, one of the other cubes (not the one that crushed me and my 38 

Aston Martin) apparently fell directly on this poor pedestrian and I guess crushed her to death.  A 39 

terrible tragedy, if you ask me.  I’m pretty sure it’s against code or some ordinance to leave those 40 

cubes up overnight.  And you can see why.   41 

 42 

I told the attorney that none of that was my fault and that some crazy person in a van with a gun 43 

had been chasing me through the downtown streets—and that I was driving for my life!  While I 44 

admit that type of driving is dangerous for other drivers and pedestrians, the only reason I did all 45 

that—including accidentally striking the scaffolding—was because I was in fear for my own life.  46 
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The attorney said they had arrested the driver and passenger from the van and that they backed up 1 

my story about being chased through the streets.  I was relieved even though I had not seen anyone 2 

other than the driver in the van.  But that didn’t matter to me.   3 

 4 

I was eventually released from the hospital the next day, on March 14, 2022.  I was not charged 5 

with any major crimes as a result of everything that happened, a decision I was delighted to learn 6 

about earlier this week. I did get a misdemeanor charge for reckless driving, which I wanted to 7 

fight, but the fine was only a couple thousand bucks.  I also had to agree to give up my driver’s 8 

license for a year.  That was annoying but no big deal since I don’t plan on being out in public 9 

without a bodyguard—or four—any time soon.   10 

 11 

The Prosecution has showed me Exhibit 1, and I can testify that the diagram of downtown Texoma 12 

City looks spot on.  Whoever did that diagram needs a raise.  13 

 14 

I can also confirm the dimensions of my Aston Martin, at least before it was crushed by the brick 15 

cube.  According to the Aston Martin website and manufacturing details, my sedan was 77 inches 16 

wide and 140 inches in length.  17 

 18 

Further, affiant sayeth naught. 19 

 20 

         Kinton Cane   21 

      KINTON CANE 22 

 23 

SIGNED AND SWORN TO on this the 30th day of March 2022.  24 
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ADDENDUM TO FACT STATEMENT OF KINTON CANE 1 

 2 

Having read all of the statements and exhibits in this case, I want to make clear that I absolutely 3 

had my sedan’s headlights on after I left the alley.  Yes, I turned them off when I went into the 4 

alley to try and hide from that crazy van, but I know that I flipped them back on when I left the 5 

alley.  I had to.  It would have been super dangerous to drive that fast without any lights.  I cannot 6 

explain why the sedan’s lights were off when the police extracted me from the car after it was 7 

pummeled with the brick cube, but it seems logical that the brick cube damaged the sedan’s 8 

lighting system.  Among a bunch of other things.  After all, the sedan was absolutely totaled.  I 9 

only wish we still had the car so some expert or something could analyze it.  That would prove 10 

that I had my lights on just before striking the scaffolding. 11 

 12 

Also, I shouldn’t have to do this, but since it’s an exhibit I feel like I have to address that stupid 13 

newspaper article in Exhibit 4.  Absolutely none of that is true.  I told you in my original statement 14 

– people are just out to get me, and they will make up anything to justify hating me for the wrong 15 

reasons.  If it wasn’t for the pedestrian’s death and escaping that brick cube with my life, I would 16 

probably sue that journalist for defamation.  But I just want to get past all of this, testify at trial, 17 

and get back to living a secluded—and protected—life behind the walls of my palatial home. 18 

 19 

I think I see what the Defendant is trying to do to escape these charges.  Blaming my driving and 20 

claiming I was the true cause of the pedestrian’s death?  Hogwash.  The only reason I was driving 21 

so aggressively is because the Defendant was trying to kidnap me.  You’ve seen how much the 22 

Defendant hates me.  Can you imagine what they would have done to me if they got me in the 23 

back of that van?!  There are only a few absolute truths in this world.  One of them is never get 24 

thrown into the back of a van by a stranger, and I would have died fighting before being captured 25 

and likely tortured by such a crazy person.   26 

 27 

And another thing: I’ve seen that the Defendant’s hired-gun engineering expert, Sam Bass, trying 28 

to blame me for the pedestrian’s death too, saying that I was driving out of control or whatever.  29 

I’ve even seen that sketch in Exhibit 7 that looks like it was drawn by a child or someone using 30 

their non-dominant hand.  But Bass wasn’t there when the scaffolding started to fall.  I was.  Yes, 31 

the scaffolding looked like what you see in Exhibit 9 – but several of those same units, not just 32 

one.  I would never have been driving like I did on Fox Avenue if the Defendant hadn’t chased me 33 

all through downtown like a villager with a pitchfork.  The pedestrian died a strange death, sure, 34 

but nothing so out of this world that it would be considered unconnected to the car chase that led 35 

to that death.  I also understand Bass claims there were no skid marks from my sedan – but Bass 36 

also didn’t look under all the scaffolding rubble?  People just assume the worst about me, but it’s 37 

the Defendant who needs to be off the streets and behind bars for good.   38 

 39 

I’ve also been provided a copy of Exhibit 5, which I’ve been told is a deposition transcript with 40 

testimony from Detective Lars Wilson.  I’ve read Exhibit 5 but I don’t have much to say about it 41 

– other than to make clear that I never heard anyone read me my Miranda rights or anything like 42 

that while I was in the hospital.  I don’t think I’ve even met Detective Wilson before. 43 

 44 

This concludes my sworn testimony. 45 
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        Kinton Cane   1 

      KINTON CANE 2 

 3 

SIGNED AND SWORN TO at 7:00 a.m. on the first day of trial. 4 
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FACT STATEMENT OF BON E. BARROW 1 

 2 

My name is Bon E. Barrow.  I’m 27 years old, unmarried, and live alone here in Texoma City 3 

where I was born.  After graduating from Roy Rogers High School, where I was the captain of the 4 

school’s cross-country and chess teams, I joined the U.S. Marines.  I felt I had a duty to serve my 5 

country.  I still do.  I served in Afghanistan for a year and separated honorably from the Marines 6 

after four years of duty.  After that, I joined the Texoma Rangers, which is a special state police 7 

force tasked with investigating crimes that may be too big, expensive, complicated, or politically 8 

sensitive for other law enforcement to handle.  I was a Ranger for four years until mid-2020 when 9 

I resigned to take a job as a private security guard with Rexford Security.  I am still employed there 10 

– well, I was until I was charged with a felony, so I guess now I’m unemployed.   11 

 12 

Rexford offers protection services for businesses and their executives.  We’d provide personal 13 

security to prevent kidnappings and ransom requests and those types of things.  Rexford has a fleet 14 

of cars with bullet-proof glass and explosive-proof armor, and they employ probably a dozen 15 

expert drivers who have special training in avoidance driving techniques.  You know, like how to 16 

drive under control at high speeds, how to avoid being forced off the road, and how to pull a U-17 

turn at high speed.  After I was hired by Rexford, I was given two weeks’ training in high-speed 18 

avoidance techniques, but not nearly the same amount or degree that those expert drivers receive.  19 

I also got my license to carry a concealed handgun, which I can carry at all times, even when I am 20 

not technically “on the clock” for Rexford.  I’ve never had to use my gun while with Rexford, and 21 

I’ve never been involved in a high-speed car chase while protecting a client.  22 

 23 

For about a month before I was arrested in this case, I became increasingly upset about the invasion 24 

of the Island of Gwydir.  It was very clear to me that Robertstan was totally without any 25 

justification for invading Gwydir, and frankly I’m not sure where this world is headed these days.  26 

The brutality of Robertstan’s assault on non-combatants—innocent women and children—took 27 

me back to my days in Afghanistan and the earlier attack on Kuwait by Iraq.  The pictures I was 28 

seeing on TV just turned my stomach and made me depressed and angry.  Yes, I was angry.  I just 29 

couldn’t understand why the United Nations or NATO hadn’t sent in troops to defend Gwydir, like 30 

they did in Korea and in other wars.   31 

 32 

I also was reading and seeing on TV that some of Robertstan’s oligarchs were supplying weapons 33 

for the war effort and making billions of dollars.  Then I learned that one of those fat-cat, death 34 

merchants actually lived right here in Texoma City and was “laundering” their blood money by 35 

bribing some dirty Texoma bank officials and local authorities.  That oligarch was Kinton Cane.  36 

The newspaper article in Exhibit 4 struck me to my core.  When I read that article, I knew I had to 37 

do something to bring Cane to justice.  I did a bit of research and quickly found out where Cane 38 

lived in Texoma City.  I borrowed a non-descript van from a contact and started staking out Cane’s 39 

compound on March 7, 2022.   40 

 41 

You see, I took the week off for “vacation” since you lose your vacation days at Rexford if you 42 

don’t use them, and I had two weeks’ worth of vacation days that would expire on July 31, 2022.  43 

There wasn’t much activity at the compound at first.  It was a large, walled compound in the west 44 

part of town.  People came to Cane – and this posed a problem.  I knew someone probably couldn’t 45 

get into the compound without a helicopter, you know, like the troops who got Osama Ben Laden.  46 
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I’d have to wait for Cane to leave.  I went home to shower on Tuesday that week, I think, but 1 

otherwise I was in the van during the entire stakeout except for a few daily bathroom breaks at a 2 

nearby convenience store.  But I stayed near the compound overnight just in case Cane left in the 3 

middle of the night. 4 

 5 

I think it was Wednesday when my long-time friend, Jess Newton, called to see what I was up to.  6 

I told Jess all that stuff about Cane and the war, just like I had several weeks earlier when I gave 7 

Jess a copy of the article in Exhibit 4.  I’ve known Jess since high school, but we became good 8 

friends when we were both in the Marines and the Texoma Rangers.  Jess agreed that we needed 9 

to “put Cane out of commission” and terminate Cane “with extreme prejudice,” so Jess joined me 10 

on the stakeout on Thursday, March 10, 2022.  While we waited for Cane to emerge from the 11 

compound, we thought of ideas for when Cane did leave.  Jess suggested that a well-aimed sniper 12 

shot, car bomb, or improvised explosive device could do the job.  Jess also suggested we arrange 13 

a car “accident.”  I rejected all of Jess’s suggestions and said we should grab Cane – make a 14 

citizen’s arrest – and turn Cane over to the Texoma Bureau of Investigation or the FBI or the CIA.  15 

Jess agreed but still thought that Cane deserved to be terminated. 16 

 17 

Well, after staking out the compound in our unmarked van for about a week, Cane finally emerged 18 

the night of March 12, 2022, around 7:45 p.m.  It was really dark by then.  To our surprise, Cane 19 

was alone driving some expensive black foreign-made sedan without a chauffeur or bodyguard.  20 

This was too good to be true.  Jess found some sort of a big gala downtown for all the local bigwigs 21 

using my MePhone, and we assumed Cane was going to it since Cane was all dressed up – this 22 

was not a coffee run.  Cane left out of the south gate of the compound, which is where we had 23 

moved the van earlier that day to get away from these protestors who were circling the compound 24 

and chanting about Cane’s misdeeds. 25 

 26 

I told Jess that this was the perfect opportunity to snatch Cane and that we had to do it now.  Jess 27 

agreed and said, “Let’s rock and roll!”  I was driving and began following Cane’s sedan eastbound 28 

down Riverside Highway for a few miles trying not to raise any suspicion.  After exiting the 29 

highway at Larkin Avenue, Cane was stopped at a red light—and I knew this was our chance.  Jess 30 

was about to snatch Cane from the sedan when the light turned green, so we had to go to Plan B.  31 

I hit the gas pedal and swerved in front of Cane’s car to hem it against the curb and prevent it 32 

getting past us.  Jess jumped out of the van, pistol in hand, to extract Cane, but the sedan shot back 33 

in reverse and zoomed around a few cars before zipping down the street behind us.  Jess jumped 34 

back into the van, and we began our pursuit.  Cane began to take evasive actions, running red 35 

lights, and turning sharply at the last second in several intersections.  And Cane was driving at 36 

crazy speeds.  The chase went on for several minutes before I heard police sirens and saw what I 37 

assumed was a police or news helicopter circling overhead with a searchlight.  I thought: “Terrific. 38 

The cops will be there when we catch Cane. We’ll just turn Cane over to them.”  I remember 39 

thinking we should have just left everything the cops while I was making a terribly slow U-turn at 40 

the Merge during the chase.  I know I even said something to Jess about our plan becoming a  41 

“misadventure.”  42 

 43 

Within a few minutes of that, Cane turned down this alley between two taller apartment buildings, 44 

and I guess Cane cut off the sedan’s lights because I lost sight of the sedan even after I turned 45 

down the alley myself.  Once I was near the end of the alley and still had not found the sedan, I 46 
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told Jess that our plan was busted.  I had thought to myself that someone was going to get hurt if 1 

we continued trying to make a citizen’s arrest given how dangerous Cane was driving.  I 2 

specifically remember saying to Jess: “This was a bad idea.  Let’s leave this to the TBI.”  Then I 3 

pulled up a map on my MePhone to get directions back to Jess’s apartment since there was all this 4 

construction and traffic around downtown.  I remember it was exactly 8:15 p.m. because I saw the 5 

clock on my phone when I was pulling up the map and route, which took about ten seconds to pull 6 

up. 7 

 8 

As soon as I had the route, we took it straight back to Riverside Highway, and I didn’t see any 9 

police cars around me on our way back home.  And I can tell you the exact route we took.  We 10 

took a right on Debra Drive, crossed Connors Street because it was backed up in both directions, 11 

and then headed south on Raymond Road, which is two streets west of Connors and feeds directly 12 

back to Riverside Highway.  I dropped Jess off near their apartment about 15 minutes after we left 13 

the alley, and then I drove straight home and parked the van in my driveway.  After a few drinks 14 

when I got home, I went to bed.   15 

 16 

About 3 a.m. that night, I woke up to the police knocking aggressively on my door.  When I opened 17 

it, I was asked if the van in the driveway was mine.  I explained it was a loaner but that I had been 18 

driving it, and I was immediately arrested.  A cop said that I was being charged with attempted 19 

kidnapping and something called felony murder.  I protested that all I had done was attempt a legal 20 

citizen’s arrest of a known felon, which I gave up, but the cop just sneered and said, “Sure you 21 

did.”  It is true!  But, after I hired a lawyer, I learned that Texoma does not allow citizen’s arrests.  22 

Hey, I didn’t go to law school!  How was I to know?   I was taken to the downtown TBI field 23 

office, and some detective tried to question me, but I asked for a lawyer and that put a stop to that.   24 

 25 

Now I know that felony murder is them charging me with killing a woman that Cane killed after I 26 

gave up the chase!  How is that possible?  Cane’s crazy driving after I gave up the chase is what 27 

killed the poor lady, not me.  Also, as for the attempted kidnapping, even assuming it would legally 28 

have been kidnapping if we had caught Cane and dragged them to the police, we never caught 29 

Cane.  I gave up before any harm was done (except for some traffic violations, of course, and I’ll 30 

plead guilty to those).  I know now that Cane plowed into some scaffolding and killed the 31 

pedestrian at least two minutes after we abandoned the plan and had already started back home.  32 

 33 

And, I would be able to absolutely prove the timing of my change of heart and when I abandoned 34 

the plan related to Cane—if the police hadn’t sabotaged me!  My MePhone would have shown the 35 

exact time I pulled up the map back home while sitting in the alley, and it would have shown 36 

exactly when we left using the GPS on the phone.  But the police destroyed my MePhone while 37 

they had me custody.  Sure, they claimed some cop “accidentally” spilled coffee all over my phone, 38 

drenching it to the core, but how suspicious is that?  My lawyers tried to get the same information 39 

from the MePhone carrier, but apparently the timing of the map and GPS movement is stored 40 

locally on the phone itself.  So, basically, the cops took away my only evidence on the timing in 41 

this case.  How would you feel if you were in my shoes? 42 

 43 

Other than those minor traffic things, at no point did I ever think anything I was doing was wrong.  44 

I was attempting to apprehend a global fugitive responsible for the deaths of thousands of innocent 45 

people.  It is appalling to me that Kinton Cane is free to enjoy the profits from a heinous war effort. 46 
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Further, affiant sayeth naught. 1 

 2 

      Bon E. Barrow   3 

      BON E. BARROW 4 

 5 

SIGNED AND SWORN TO on this the 15th day of March 2022.  6 

7 
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ADDENDUM TO FACT STATEMENT OF BON E. BARROW 1 

 2 

I have a few comments about what I have learned the prosecution witnesses will say at my trial 3 

today.  As an initial matter, there are so many lies in Jess’s statement that I could go on for pages 4 

if I addressed each one of them, but here are the big ones. 5 

 6 

First, Jess is lying to save their own neck.  I didn’t suggest we “terminate” Cane in any way 7 

whatsoever.  Jess did, just like I said in my original statement.  And Jess never tried to bail or quit 8 

our plan to arrest Cane.  Jess is minimizing their role in this thing solely to get probation on the 9 

sweet plea bargain Jess got to testify against me.  A friend since high school!  It’s despicable!! I 10 

mean, just take a look at Exhibit 8 – of course Jess is going to lie! As a chess player, I am quite 11 

familiar with the gambit tactic.  An initial sacrifice, often one that seems devastating, followed by 12 

a cunning trap that yields a far more valuable award.  After all, Jess did the same thing when we 13 

were in the Marines.  In fact, Jess’s lies are so obvious when you see Jess claiming I was going to 14 

quit Rexford and join the Gwydir army.  That’s outlandish.  I don’t even have a passport.  Jess 15 

knows that, so how would I even be able to get on a plane and travel to another country?  Also, 16 

Jess was absolutely brandishing a gun when Jess jumped out of the van when we first cut off the 17 

sedan on Larkin Avenue.  Even Cane says so. 18 

 19 

Second, I didn’t stop chasing Cane because I was afraid of being arrested.  In fact, I thought I’d be 20 

given a medal if I made a citizen’s arrest of Cane.  I gave up the chase because I was afraid someone 21 

was going to get hurt given how crazy Cane was driving through downtown Texoma City – and I 22 

realized it was a better job for the feds or state police.  So, we went home.  Sure, I heard a helicopter 23 

above us at some point, but I couldn’t tell if it was a police copter or one from a local TV station.  24 

Yes, the copter had a searchlight that was scanning the streets, but, so what?  I didn’t try to avoid 25 

it.  Why would I?  I thought I was doing what any good citizen should do: trying to catch a criminal.   26 

I don’t remember seeing the spotlight sweep the street in front of the alley after I decided to 27 

abandon our plan, but I had my head down pulling up the map on my phone, just like I said in my 28 

original statement, and that was at exactly 8:15 p.m.  Well before Cane killed that pedestrian.  I 29 

also didn’t hear any crash, explosion, or “boom” while we were in the alley like Jess testified 30 

about.  I’m telling you, Jess is just making stuff up at this point to save their own skin. 31 

 32 

Third, Jess is also lying by saying I stayed in the dark alley to avoid being spotted by the helicopter 33 

and that I drove to Jess’s apartment using back streets.  We weren’t in the alley for more than a 34 

minute or two, and I drove to Jess’s apartment and to my house via all the major streets.  The only 35 

reason I used the map was because it gives you the best route based on the live traffic.  They also 36 

close random streets on the weekends, so that’s why I used the map on my MePhone.  And, I 37 

parked the van in my driveway, not in my garage, because I had nothing to hide.  I also never told 38 

Jess to “lay low for a week.”  Again, Jess is just giving the prosecutor what they need – true or 39 

false – to convict me.  I mean, hey?  Why is it that Jess’s sentencing won’t be until after the trial?  40 

What does that tell you?!?   41 

 42 

As for Cane, the evidence proves just how crazily Cane was driving – lights off, going 100 mph, 43 

using a cellphone, and driving on the sidewalk – when Cane hit the scaffolding that killed that poor 44 

lady.  Just look at the sketch from expert Sam Bass in Exhibit 7.  There is no explanation for Cane 45 

jumping the curb and smashing through the scaffolding.  I stopped chasing Cane long before the 46 
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accident.  I had my headlights on, so Cane should have seen that I was no longer chasing them.  1 

The State is calling Cane as a witness against me, and I wonder what backroom deal they must 2 

have made or how many palms Cane must have greased to make all that happen.  Whatever it was, 3 

Texoma and Cane should be ashamed of themselves.   4 

 5 

I don’t remember exactly the route we and Cane took during the car chase, what turns we made, 6 

what streets we were on, and all that—because the cops destroyed it!  But I can say that Exhibit 1, 7 

the map of downtown Texoma, looks very accurate.  I know that Exhibit 1 is not to scale, but it 8 

looks pretty on scale to me.  And, just to be clear: I was driving the van the whole time on March 9 

12, 2022.  I also learned in reading the statements that it was Pilot Dell Boone who “accidentally” 10 

destroyed my MePhone and deprived me of the strongest evidence on when I voluntarily 11 

abandoned the plan to capture Cane and turn them over to the police.  That pilot was the one in the 12 

helicopter that night on March 12.  The same cop who claims to have never seen the van leave the 13 

alley despite the fact that Boone admits being unable to see the alley at all times.  It’s crystal clear 14 

what all this is: Boone and the Prosecution were going to be toast if I had that data from my 15 

MePhone so they made sure I couldn’t use it.  There is probably no bigger example of reasonable 16 

doubt in Texoma history. 17 

 18 

I also have learned that Detective Wilson was deposed in this case, and I have read his testimony 19 

in Exhibit 5.  It’s rather selfish the detective finds his family vacation more important than a trial 20 

for my freedom where I don’t even have all my key evidence because of the very people 21 

prosecuting me.  22 

 23 

This concludes my sworn testimony. 24 

 25 

        Bon E. Barrow   26 

      BON E. BARROW 27 

 28 

SIGNED AND SWORN TO at 7:00 a.m. on the first day of trial. 29 
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FACT STATEMENT OF GIL T. O’NAUTHIN  1 

 2 

Hello, I am Gil T. O’Nauthin.  Some people pronounce my first name as “gill” and others say 3 

“jeel,” and I’m fine with either – but the people who know me best call me GTO.  I am 27 years 4 

old, and I am proud to say I’m a lifelong resident of Texoma City but, at the moment, I’m also 5 

saddened to say the same.  One of the great things about being a Texoman is the way we think 6 

about bein’ who you were put on this Earth to be – nothing more, nothing less.  We Texomans 7 

believe that every kid ought to have the same shot at making it, no matter who their momma or 8 

daddy is or was, or how much money they have in the bank.  In Texoma, just like the rest of the 9 

U.S. of A., we hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men and women are created equal. 10 

 11 

So you say, “Hey, Gil, who burned your biscuits?  You’re hotter’n a stalled black hearse on West 12 

Texas asphalt in August.”  Well, I am hot, and I am bothered.  My best friend in this world, Tee 13 

Dealy, or “TD” to all her friends, got cut down in the prime of her life.  This big Robertstan fiasco 14 

and that greedy money oligarch – Kinton Cane – who is trying to act like plowing through some 15 

scaffolding on a sidewalk is no big deal.  Was TD supposed to stop that falling brick cube, 16 

weighing probably a ton, with her “I      Texoma” belt buckle?   17 

 18 

Look, what happened on March 12, 2022, is pretty straightforward and super-duper strange.  TD 19 

and I hung out a lot.  We’ve known each other since middle school.  TD is – sorry, was – the best 20 

dang friend anyone could ever have.  After high school, we’d get together at least one night a week 21 

for dinner.  It used to be burgers and fries; but once we both got good jobs, it was dinner and 22 

drinks.  After I went on the wagon four years, three months, and seventeen days ago, TD was the 23 

one friend who never made fun of me quittin’ drinking.  From then on, our deal was “TD drinks 24 

and GTO drives.”   25 

 26 

We’ve been going to Tex Mex Thai (“TMT”), Texoma’s best Asian-TexMex fusion restaurant and 27 

tequila bar, for years.  It’s on this weird shaped parcel o’ land near that spot where Main Street 28 

splits (if you’re going south) or merges back to a normal two-lane road (if you’re going north).  29 

Because of its weird location, there is no parking adjacent to TMT so you have to park (if you’re 30 

driving there) somewhere else – unless you want to pay for their $30 valet.  If you park on the 31 

Strip, then you can take this walkway over part of Main Street to TMT.  That’s where I parked that 32 

night – on the north side of Fox Avenue in the area called the Strip.  You can see TMT and the 33 

walkway on the diagram of downtown Texoma City in Exhibit 1, which looks very accurate in my 34 

opinion.  After I parked, I walked west to the Main Street and Fox Avenue intersection and crossed 35 

Fox using the crosswalk.  While I was walking to the crosswalk, I could see all this scaffolding to 36 

my left, across the street on the south side of Fox Avenue, where it looked like they were working 37 

on a brick exterior.  That scaffolding looked exactly like Exhibit 9 – except there were five of those 38 

scaffolding units lined up together. 39 

 40 

Once I crossed Fox Avenue, I used the overhead walkway and entered TMT through the back patio 41 

door.  I’m a sucker for TMT’s Pad Thai tacos, and TD loved their Phojitas.  But she was probably 42 

a bigger fan of TMT’s tequila tasting flights, which changed every month.  That’s when I’d go 43 

outside to TMT’s nice patio and smoke a cigarette or two.  Smoking is a newly acquired habit; lots 44 

of people who stop drinking don’t like to talk about starting to smoke.  I look at it this way: smoking 45 

is legal and keeps me on the straight and narrow.  But I’ll probably quit smoking someday, too. 46 
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Anyway, TD showed up that night – March 12, 2022 – at the TMT valet in typical TD style: taking 1 

an Uber Black and wearing all black.  Black boots, black jeans, black T-shirt, black leather jacket, 2 

and black sunglasses (even at night).  She was the quintessential badass.  It was a chilly night, so 3 

after we had finished dinner at the bar, I ordered a coffee and TD ordered a new anejo tequila 4 

flight; that was my cue for a smoke or two.  I picked up my Camels and cappuccino, grabbed my 5 

down vest, and headed outside to a designated smoking spot in the north end of the patio that looks 6 

out over the Merge.  It was some time between 8 and 8:15 p.m.  I was three drags into a cigarette 7 

when I heard a bunch of squealing tires that were definitely close by.  I also heard some faint police 8 

sirens and the loud “whoop-whoop-whoop” of a helicopter overhead.  The sky was dark as a black 9 

Crayola, but I spotted the helicopter when it started sweeping the area with its big bright 10 

searchlight.  I was thinking: “Whoa! Front row seat for Fast Lane Texoma.”  11 

 12 

I wanted TD to get a load of all this too, and I was about to run back inside and holler for TD’s 13 

attention when the tire squeals got way louder.  Then I spotted some fancy sportscar slide right 14 

around the Merge, the spot where Main Street splits, and zip back down south.  Seriously, it 15 

happened like right in front of me on the TMT patio like I was in the freakin’ front row!  This 16 

white paneled van was following the sedan and tried to take the same U-turn but had to take the 17 

turn a lot slower and even use the sidewalk to complete the turn.  I saw both of the vehicles turn 18 

right at the next intersection, which is Debra Drive, and so I figured it was then time to get TD in 19 

on the excitement.  But suddenly, the back door to TMT flew open and bounced hard off one of 20 

those springy door stoppers, and there was TD stumblin’ into the patio.  Something was definitely 21 

wrong.  TD didn’t have her jacket.  Let me be clear about something: TD n-e-v-e-r left that jacket 22 

laying around.  She had dropped a month’s rent on it – custom-made, custom-fitted Icelandic 23 

lambskin work of art.  We used to joke around and say that jacket was her “Beau.”   24 

 25 

But TD was looking all around like she was trying to pinpoint a voice or a sound or something.  26 

TD couldn’t be drunk – there hadn’t been enough time to finish off that second tequila flight, much 27 

less enough time for it to take effect.  I was about ten feet away from TD and said, “Yo, TD, what 28 

the hell?  Where you going?”  I guess TD didn’t hear me.  The sound of police sirens had gotten a 29 

little louder and the helicopter above was definitely looking for someone close by.  Then TD looks 30 

off to her right and starts wandering off that way toward the overhead walkway and back towards 31 

the Strip.  She was looking like a tourist in a foreign land despite coming to TMT with me for 32 

years.  TD slurred, “Goin’ home.  Gotta get home.  Gotta keep moving.” 33 

 34 

I said, “You forgot your Beau, Tee!  Wait for me and I’ll grab it.”  I quickly ducked inside TMT 35 

to grab the jacket because I figured TD couldn’t stumble-walk that far by the time I got back.  36 

Inside, thank the Good Lord, the jacket was still there – probably because the check hadn’t been 37 

paid.  Ashley, our bartender, asked if something was wrong.  I told her I’d be right back to settle 38 

up, gave her my credit card, told her to run the check ASAP, and ran back out back to find TD.   39 

 40 

Once I was back in the patio, I didn’t see TD anywhere nearby, so I was about to run north towards 41 

the overhead walkway when I saw a white van pull out of the alleyway and onto Debra Drive.  It 42 

didn’t really click at the time, but I realized later that it was definitely the same van from the car 43 

chase.  I wasn’t focused on that at the time because I was desperate to find TD.  And I almost 44 

missed it because a second or two after I saw the van leave the alley, the helicopter spotlight 45 

basically blinded me.  46 
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I ran over the walkway over Main Street and kept searching.  I started running down the south side 1 

sidewalk on Fox Avenue, but there was this big orange barricade in front of all that scaffolding 2 

and some construction stuff.  So, I backtracked a bit and was about to cross the street to the north 3 

side when that same black sportscar from earlier flies past me down Fox Avenue going at least 4 

100 miles per hour.  I could have easily been hit by it!  Then something else dawned on me.  The 5 

sedan didn’t have its headlights on.  That registered because, I mean, heck, the cheapest 6 

subcompact has automatic headlights when it’s dark, but this million-dollar hunka metal doesn’t? 7 

 8 

What happened next felt like slow motion even though I know it had to have happened in a matter 9 

of seconds.  The sedan started to fish-tail or lose control as it whizzed by me at the intersection, 10 

then it jumped the curb and smacked right into the scaffolding on the south sidewalk past the 11 

orange barricade.  That started a chain reaction, I guess, as parts of the scaffolding started to 12 

crumble, pulling down the scaffolding next to it.  There were these brick cubes on top of some of 13 

the scaffolding, like three or four feet squared, and they must have weighed a ton.  One cube 14 

crashed right on top of the black sedan and stopped it cold.  I’m utterly shocked that the driver 15 

survived – the sedan was all but flattened by that brick cube, and I felt the ground under me shake 16 

like a small earthquake.  I ducked against one of the buildings near the intersection of Main and 17 

Fox just to protect myself because there was all this debris and brick bits flying in the air.  When 18 

I stood back up, there were dust clouds everywhere and somehow the sedan’s radio was still blaring 19 

this insufferable succotash dance or club music.  You know, the kind that does the “Umph Umph 20 

Umph” bass beat?  Woof. 21 

 22 

After a few seconds, I figured I was safe and started running down Fox Avenue, avoiding the 23 

debris in the roadway and looking on both sides and trying to find TD.  When I found her, it was 24 

the worst sight imaginable.  TD was on the south sidewalk just past the scaffolding, or where the 25 

scaffolding used to be, and one of those brick cubes had fallen on top of her, pinning her lower 26 

body to the ground.  I’ve seen a picture of brick cubes in Exhibit 2 and those look like what I saw 27 

crushing poor TD to death, although the one on top of TD had broken apart a bit from its cube 28 

shape.  There was so much blood, and I could tell one of TD’s legs was badly broken because it 29 

was bent in a way that a leg should not bend.  TD was conscious somehow and I screamed for 30 

someone to call an ambulance.  Then we locked eyes.  I could tell TD was not going to last much 31 

longer.  For whatever reason, TD started to smile and said with a soft voice: “I must be the 32 

unluckiest person in the world, right, GTO?”  And then TD was gone.   33 

 34 

I turned away and immediately threw up.  A few cops had arrived just as I was puking and took 35 

me away while they processed the scene.  I gave some detective a brief statement at some point 36 

after that, smoked the rest of my Camel pack on one match, and then took a cab home.  I was in 37 

no condition to drive at that point.  I’ve gotta say I’ve had better nights.  I know TD did.  But, as 38 

last meals go, Phojitas and anejo tequila wouldn’t be the worst.  But from now on, it’ll be GTO @ 39 

TMT ABMS (all by myself).   40 

 41 

It’s still hard for me to forget that scene on Fox Avenue that night, and I still haven’t been able to 42 

drive that street since then.  Just too many hard memories – all the scaffolding debris in the 43 

roadway, the pancaked sedan with a lump of bricks on top, and poor TD bleedin’ to death on the 44 

sidewalk. 45 
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After TD’s funeral, I tried everything I could to forget about the night of March 12, 2022 – but I 1 

never considered going back to alcohol.  Instead, I went to some counseling and read a bunch of 2 

books about grief and such.  I gotta say, those helped a good deal.  But what gave me a newfound 3 

sense of purpose was the cowardly decision by our District Attorney—who I voted for, by the 4 

way—to not charge Kinton Cane with anything related to TD’s unconscionable and unnecessary 5 

death.  When I heard on the news that Cane only got a small fine and a suspended driver’s license, 6 

I was incensed.  If even a tenth of the stuff you read about Cane is true, Cane might be the most 7 

evil person ever to step foot in Texoma City. 8 

 9 

So, I started reading everything I could find about what the District Attorney and the State were 10 

going to do to deliver justice for TD.  That took me all of about ten minutes.  The only person they 11 

were going after was Bon E. Barrow, who I learned was the driver of the white van I saw in the 12 

car chase.  But I am certain that I saw the white van driving away from the Strip before I saw Cane 13 

and the sedan race by me and destroy TD’s life.  I contacted Barrow’s attorneys in the late March 14 

or the first week of April and told them everything I had seen that night.  I also gave them the 15 

receipt from TMT that is Exhibit 6.  Barrow’s lawyers then asked me to write this fact statement, 16 

which I have done completely on my own without any comments, consultation, edits, or input 17 

whatsoever from Barrow’s lawyers.  My only goal is to see justice for TD. 18 

 19 

Further, affiant sayeth naught. 20 

 21 

        Gil T. O’Nauthin   22 

      GIL T. O’NAUTHIN 23 

 24 

SIGNED AND SWORN TO on this the 15th day of April 2022.  25 

 26 

 27 

28 
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ADDENDUM TO FACT STATEMENT OF GIL T. O’NAUTHIN  1 

 2 

Thanks to a great sponsor and strong commitment to the memory of TD, ol’ GTO is still drier than 3 

Sunday supper at Death Valley Baptist.  It’s a promise that I made to TD at her funeral, and it’s 4 

one I never intend to break.  I also have quit smoking.  My last drag was thirteen days ago. 5 

 6 

I understand that Kinton Cane claims the sedan had its headlights on when it struck the scaffolding 7 

on Fox and killed TD.  Absolutely not!  As sure as I am that the sun rises in the east, I am utterly 8 

certain the sedan did not have its lights on at that point.  It’s probably why Cane hit the scaffolding.  9 

Fox Avenue isn’t the most well-lit street in downtown Texoma and it was really dark that night 10 

when the sedan—with its lights off!—roared past me and killed poor TD.  I’m not a lawyer or 11 

nothin’, and have absolutely no legal experience, but I’m still very confused why Cane has not 12 

been charged with TD’s death.  Cane is the one who was driving like a maniac down Fox Avenue 13 

and I never saw the van at that point, so Cane was fleeing from nothin’.  Cane is the one who lost 14 

control of the car, struck the scaffolding, and caused TD to leave us here on this earth.   15 

 16 

In fact, I’ve seen a transcript of Detective Lars Wilson’s deposition in Exhibit 5.  Even that 17 

Detective, who is a State’s witness by the way, agrees the sedan’s headlights were off after the 18 

scaffolding collapse.   19 

 20 

I also understand the medical examiner found nothin’ but a little booze in TD’s system, but I knew 21 

TD better than anyone.  There had to be something.  TD was actin’ much too strange when she left 22 

TMT and started stumbling’ towards Fox Avenue.  I’ve been around TD a bunch when she’s 23 

drinking and she can handle her liquor.  There must have been something else going on, and we 24 

have no explanation for it.  TD was a stickler for the rules, so something must have caused her to 25 

miss the huge barricade telling people that the sidewalk was closed and to cross the street.  I cannot 26 

explain why TD was on the south side of the street.  Something must have been affecting her ability 27 

to see where she was going. 28 

 29 

And the way TD died, who would have ever thought something like that was possible?  It feels 30 

like that board game where you build that ridiculous mousetrap.  The sedan with no lights; driving 31 

like a crazy person; swerves into scaffolding; scaffolding collapses; brick cubes, which should not 32 

have even been up there, plummet to the earth; and one lands directly on top of TD.  It’s probably 33 

the strangest death I’ve ever heard of, and I love watching those true crime and forensic shows on 34 

TV.  TD was right – she is probably the unluckiest person in the world.  Or was. 35 

 36 

I’ve also seen this sketch prepared by an engineer, Sam Bass, in Exhibit 7.  As I said in my original 37 

statement, that scene is forever etched in my memory.  I spent a long time looking at Exhibit 7 and 38 

I don’t see anything that seems out of place based on my memory.  In fact, it looks extremely 39 

accurate.  And it shows, without a doubt, that Cane intentionally or carelessly hit the scaffolding 40 

that caused TD’s untimely death.  If anyone deserves to be in jail, it is Cane.   41 

 42 

One of the other exhibits definitely stood out to me – the log between the TBI dispatcher and the 43 

helicopter pilot, Exhibit 3.  I know for certain that I saw the helicopter flying to the south or 44 

southwest right after I saw the white van driving west on Debra Drive and right before I crossed 45 

the pedestrian walkway looking for TD.  The pilot, Dell Boone, claims to never have seen the 46 
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white van – but I think I know exactly when I saw the white van: 8:15 p.m.  That is when the pilot 1 

was circling back for another “sweep of the area” and heading southwest where Boone turned 2 

around above the Abby and Larkin intersection.  And if you look at Exhibit 6, the timing works 3 

out just perfectly.  That reminds me: I should also clarify that I went back to TMT to get the receipt 4 

in Exhibit 6, and my credit card, a couple days after TD was killed by Cane’s speedin’ sedan.  I 5 

had completely forgot about leaving my credit card there.  I gave the receipt to Barrow’s lawyers 6 

when I first contacted them. 7 

 8 

This concludes my sworn testimony.  9 

 10 

         Gil T. O’Nauthin  11 

      GIL T. O’NAUTHIN 12 

 13 

SIGNED AND SWORN TO at 7:00 a.m. on the first day of trial. 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 
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FACT STATEMENT OF SAM BASS, P.E. 1 

 2 

Good day, my name is Sam Bass.  I am a professional engineer (thus the P.E. at the end of my 3 

name) specializing in investigations of structural failures such as collapsed buildings or failures 4 

during the construction or renovations of buildings.  In simple terms, my job is to analyze the 5 

scene, examine evidence, and determine how and why structures failed so that they do not happen 6 

again.  That can include laboratory analysis of things like the strength of concrete, the corrosion 7 

of steel, and errors in construction.   8 

 9 

I am 30 years old and married my spouse, Dana, three months ago.  We currently live at the 10 

Cornerstone Apartments in downtown Texoma City near the corner of Charles Street and 11 

Washburn Avenue, but we are hoping to move into a home in the suburbs—if the housing market 12 

ever settles down.  Seriously, home prices are just outrageous right now, so we are just holding 13 

tight in our 900 square foot ninth-floor apartment until the market changes. 14 

 15 

I am the president of Bass Structural Investigations (“BSI”), which is an investigation and 16 

consulting firm that I founded about two months ago.  Dana helps with some of the administrative 17 

tasks like invoicing while I perform all the investigation, analysis, testing, and calculations.  This 18 

is the second case that I have consulted on since creating BSI.  The first concerned a one-story 19 

building where one of its exterior walls had collapsed inward and damaged everything inside the 20 

building.  Fortunately, no one was inside the building at the time and most of the damage was to 21 

construction equipment and building materials.  My analysis and investigation determined that the 22 

contractor had not allowed the concrete slab on the ground to set long enough before starting 23 

construction of the exterior walls, which were made of concrete and would eventually have a brick 24 

façade.  The weight of the walls caused cracking in the concrete slab, which ultimately failed to 25 

provide sufficient support for the exterior walls.  I was retained by an insurance company that 26 

insured the building, and I was deposed by the contractor’s lawyers two weeks ago.  I know that I 27 

did great work because the contractor settled the day after my deposition, and the insurance 28 

company’s lawyers were thrilled.  They said they would call me for any other cases involving 29 

structural issues.   30 

 31 

Before founding BSI, I was a building inspector with the Texoma Buildings Department (“TBD”).  32 

I joined TBD in 2014 straight out of college where I graduated as valedictorian out of 224 students.  33 

For about four years, I worked as a junior inspector – but my superiors realized I had an unmatched 34 

talent for structural analysis and investigation.  They quickly promoted me to senior building 35 

inspector in 2020, and I held that position on March 12, 2022—which is the date at issue in this 36 

case.  I was the first engineer on scene after the scaffolding collapsed on Fox Avenue in large part 37 

because I was at home when the call came in, and I just so happened to be right around the corner 38 

from the scene. 39 

 40 

Dana and I were playing Splatoon 2 when I got a call just after 9 p.m. from one of my TBD 41 

supervisors who reported that a speeding sportscar had crashed into some scaffolding and caused 42 

several brick cubes to fall, including one that had killed a pedestrian.  I grabbed my bag and walked 43 

quickly from my apartment to the scene, which was straight north on Washburn Avenue and just 44 

to the west of the corner of Washburn and Fox.  I specifically remember that it was unusually dark 45 

night, almost foreshadowing-ly dark.  At Fox Avenue, I saw several police cars with their lights 46 
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flashing and a bunch of yellow caution tape that sealed off most of the street and sidewalks.  I 1 

flashed my TBD credentials to one of the cops and first examined a black sedan sportscar about 2 

midway between Main Street and Washburn.  The sedan was angled about 40 degrees toward the 3 

northeast and was approximately a half foot from the curb of the south sideway.  The sedan had 4 

been utterly destroyed by a cube of bricks that had fallen from scaffolding on the south side of the 5 

sidewalk.  All of the scaffolding itself had collapsed as well, including the wood panels and metal 6 

poles.  Most of the scaffolding debris was in the roadway behind the flattened sedan but none of it 7 

was directly on top of the sedan (other than the bricks, of course).  But there were a few scaffolding 8 

poles near the front of the sedan.  From the sedan to the east, all of the scaffolding debris was 9 

largely contained to the sidewalk.  The reason the scaffolding had been on Fox Avenue in the first 10 

place for some exterior work on the southside building where they were replacing the red brick 11 

exterior.  I was familiar with that construction because I was the TBD representative who reviewed 12 

and approved the permit for that specific work about a week earlier.   13 

 14 

As part of the information submitted to obtain that permit, the contractor submitted a rendering of 15 

the exact scaffolding set up that would be used.  There are probably hundreds of different 16 

scaffolding set-ups, but the one used for that particular spot can be seen in Exhibit 9.  That shows 17 

just one of the five scaffolding units used that night, but it is a good visual to understand the 18 

specifics of that scaffolding.  As you can see in Exhibit 9, each scaffolding set is ten feet long (the 19 

part parallel with the roadway and building) and 4.2 feet wide (the part perpendicular to the road 20 

and building).  Each unit had three levels: one on the ground, one seven feet up, and another seven 21 

feet higher than that.  The debris and pieces of scaffolding that I observed that night were consistent 22 

with five scaffolding units built just like the set-up in Exhibit 9, except that I did not observe any 23 

metal ladders mixed in with the debris.  That made sense, however, because contractors are 24 

required to take the ladders with them to prevent someone from climbing onto the scaffolding 25 

overnight.   26 

 27 

I observed three cubes of bricks in the area, all of which had broken apart in varying degrees upon 28 

impact.  In case you are unfamiliar with what those look like, there is a picture of some brick cubes 29 

in Exhibit 2.  While the picture does not show the same cube of bricks that fell on Fox Avenue, 30 

they are essentially the same in type, size, and weight.  For context, a cube of bricks like the ones 31 

you see in Exhibit 2 generally have about 540 individual bricks (which takes into account the 32 

bricks missing from the lower middle of the cube where a forklift can slide in to lift the cube).  A 33 

standard brick like the kind from Exhibit 2 weighs about four to five pounds.  So, if we do some 34 

simple math, 540 bricks multiplied by 4.5 pounds equals 2,430 pounds.  I determined, and later 35 

confirmed, the brick cubes had been left overnight on one of the top levels of the scaffolding.  That 36 

is a violation of the Texoma Building Code because it is dangerous, which is rather obvious given 37 

what occurred that night.  I would have issued a citation had I not been wrongfully fired from 38 

TBD.  And it was probably quite a hefty fine too since someone died.  More on my wrongful 39 

termination in just a bit. 40 

 41 

The first brick cube I observed was directly on top of what used to be a fancy black Aston Martin 42 

sedan.  The bricks had largely broken apart from their original cube shape after crashing into the 43 

sedan.  The sedan was certainly totaled, but it clearly still had power because I overheard some of 44 

the officers talking about how loud the car radio was when the fire department was trying to extract 45 

the driver with the Jaws of Life.  I could also see a couple of the interior lights on inside the 46 
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disheveled sedan, like the ones you turn on near your rearview mirror, but its headlights were not 1 

on.  I also noted the right side of the front bumper had scratches and dents that suggested it had 2 

struck part of the scaffolding – rather than being caused by the debris falling onto the sedan. I 3 

confirmed this hypothesis when I examined the scaffolding debris closest to the Main Street 4 

intersection and identified some black paint transfer on the debris there, which meant the sedan 5 

had struck one of the vertical poles in the very first scaffolding unit at its western-most edge, which 6 

thereafter caused all five scaffolding units to collapse. 7 

 8 

It was there, in the same fallen scaffolding pieces where I identified the black paint transfer, that I 9 

found the second cube of bricks mixed in.  That cube was surprisingly mostly intact.  Based on my 10 

experience, this meant the bricks had fallen with the crumbling scaffolding rather than being 11 

thrown off the scaffolding like the ones that destroyed the sedan and the third set I’ll address below.  12 

This further supported my finding that the sedan had struck the very first scaffolding because that 13 

first one would have collapsed quickly whereas the scaffolding down the chain would have been 14 

pulled down in sequence.  You see, when you use multiple scaffolding units like here (there were 15 

five units in this instance, each ten feet in length), they are all secured together for further stability.  16 

However, if a unit on one end collapses or falls for whatever reason, that will start a chain reaction 17 

downstream and usually pull down the rest of the scaffolding.  My investigation of the scaffolding 18 

debris confirmed that the same thing occurred in this case. 19 

 20 

The third cube of bricks had unfortunately fallen on top of a female pedestrian who was found a 21 

few feet from the eastern-most scaffolding debris, about twelve feet east of the sedan and twenty 22 

feet west of Washburn Avenue.  The body had been removed by that point, but I was allowed to 23 

inspect the area where the body had been.  I could see significant blood staining, and I remember 24 

hoping that the pedestrian had not suffered very long since it must have been excruciating to have 25 

absorbed 2,500 pounds of dense bricks falling from fifteen feet above and gaining speed as it fell 26 

towards earth.  Thinking about even now gives me chills.  I’ve never heard of someone dying like 27 

that, and I’ve seen some crazy injuries and fatalities over my time inspecting construction and 28 

building issues – from rebar skewering a construction worker through the abdomen (she actually 29 

survived) to a child falling through an open manhole (the kid, sadly, did not). 30 

 31 

During all of this time, I was sketching out everything that I was observing.  I later used a general 32 

printout of the area that was submitted as part of the building permit request and transferred my 33 

sketches and notes to that, which is Exhibit 7.  The printout that was submitted already had the 34 

location of the barricades (in orange) and original location of the scaffolding (in blue, prior to 35 

being struck by the sedan and collapsing), and I confirmed those were accurate against my own 36 

notes before adding my handwritten notes and sketches to the printout that became Exhibit 7.  I 37 

added those sketches and notes later that evening on March 12, 2022, when I returned home 38 

because I always want to get those recorded as soon as possible while it’s still fresh in my mind.  39 

I have included notes and explanations for my handwritten sketches to make it as clear as possible, 40 

but if any of that is unclear, just let me know and I will be happy to explain.  41 

 42 

After detailing the scene, my work was basically done for the evening because the police needed 43 

to clear the scene and do their work.  Structural investigations almost always take place in the days 44 

after an incident because you have to ensure there is no risk of further collapses or failures – and, 45 

if there are injuries or deaths (like we have here), you must defer to the police and medical 46 
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personnel first.  So, I headed home and called my supervisor back on the way to report what I had 1 

found and to schedule a meeting to plan out our investigation of the area.   2 

 3 

But I never took part in TBD’s investigation because I was fired from TBD the next day on some 4 

bogus claim that I had violated TBD’s social media policy by posting comments in support of a 5 

civil rights organization that I have volunteered with since high school, the Civil Liberties of 6 

Texoma, or CLOT.  Our motto is to “stop the bleeding caused by rogue police officers.”  You’ve 7 

seen the news; too many citizens are killed or injured by police officers ignoring the constitutional 8 

rights endowed by God and the Founding Fathers of the very people whose tax dollars pay for 9 

police salary and pensions.  I disputed the termination based on the First Amendment (because 10 

TBD is a government agency) and filed a claim for wrongful termination, which has to go through 11 

arbitration based on my employment contract.  That is still in process.  At present, the parties have 12 

filed some papers about the claims, but we haven’t gotten to any discovery, depositions, or 13 

anything substantive yet.  My lawyer says that arbitration can actually take a lot longer than trials 14 

in court, and I’m starting to believe that. 15 

 16 

In any event, while I did not participate in the conclusion reached by my former colleagues at 17 

TBD, I understand they reached generally the same conclusion: the scaffolding collapsed, three 18 

brick cubes were improperly left overnight on the scaffolding, those fell, and a sedan and a 19 

pedestrian were crushed.  When I was on scene, I was also forming some preliminary hypotheses 20 

– just like I always do.  And there were several things that immediately stood out to me when I 21 

was preparing Exhibit 7 and reviewing my notes from the investigation.   22 

 23 

The first thing that struck me as odd was there were no skid marks from the sedan.  While I’m not 24 

a vehicle accident reconstruction expert, I have common sense and the lack of skid marks meant 25 

the driver never started to brake even after jumping the curb or after hitting the scaffolding.  The 26 

driver was either incapacitated, drunk, driving a woman in labor to the hospital, or just plain 27 

reckless.  To be sure, the sedan would have almost completely left the roadway when it struck the 28 

scaffolding given the fact that the sedan is 6.5 feet wide, and there was approximately six feet from 29 

curb to the part of the scaffolding closest to the curb.   30 

 31 

The second thing that I recognized was that the barricade on the west end of the sidewalk was still 32 

in place.  Any time a contractor in Texoma is performing work where scaffolding will take up part 33 

of the sidewalk, they are required to place plastic orange barricades filled with sand or water at 34 

both ends of the sidewalk to prevent pedestrians from walking there.  That’s another safety 35 

precaution.  You may have seen little covered walkways under scaffolding in places like New 36 

York City, which let people walk under scaffolding.  We don’t have anything like that in Texoma.  37 

It’s much safer to make pedestrians cross the street, and that’s what we do in Texoma.  The 38 

barricades are five feet high and stretch from the curb to the edge of the building and require a 39 

forklift or other machine to move.  To get around them, you’d have to either climb over (which 40 

would be extremely difficult, even for an athlete) or walk into the street and around the barricade 41 

(which is dangerous).   42 

 43 

The reason the unmoved barricade piqued my interest was the angle the sedan must have taken to 44 

strike the western-most edge of the scaffolding without dislodging the barricade.  I inspected the 45 

barricades and found no dents or paint transfer evidence.  I measured the western-most edge of the 46 
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original scaffolding location to be 33.2 feet from the barricade, and I confirmed the length of the 1 

sportscar sedan was 15.5 feet. Walking from the intersection of Main and Fox towards the 2 

barricade, it was clear the sedan must have jerked sharply into the scaffolding after clearing the 3 

barricade because there was simply not enough room for the sedan to have just drifted over there 4 

– even if it was going the speed limit, which I understood from the cops on scene was not the case.  5 

And, again, there were no tire marks, which a drifting car almost certainly would have left on the 6 

street and the sidewalk. 7 

 8 

The sportscar was reported to be speeding right up until it was stopped in its tracks by the falling 9 

brick cube, which you can see confirmed very recently by Detective Wilson during his deposition.  10 

I read the transcript of that in Exhibit 5.  While I did consider that the angle the sedan took could 11 

have been less sharp if the sedan had been in the left lane instead of the right lane when it started 12 

to veer towards the scaffolding, that would have meant the sedan drifted across both lanes of traffic 13 

before jumping the curb and striking the scaffolding – none of which caused the driver to hit the 14 

brakes.  I determined a sharp jerk from the right lane was far more plausible, but both scenarios 15 

are examples of inexplicable, reckless, and dangerous driving.  You can see my analysis of the 16 

sedan’s most-likely path into the scaffolding in Exhibit 7 noted by the “Sedan Path” box and 17 

arrows.   18 

 19 

Speaking of Exhibit 5, I do recall speaking with Detective Wilson at the scene on the evening of 20 

March 12, 2022.  But I don’t recall much of what we talked about other than shooting down the 21 

idea that the scaffolding just fell down on its own.  That idea was absurd and I ruled it out 22 

immediately. 23 

 24 

Finally, the location of the deceased pedestrian on the south sidewalk was rather odd.  As I 25 

mentioned before, the pedestrian must have either climbed over the barricade or walked into Fox 26 

Avenue to get around it.  Sure, people ignore barricades from time to time (and get cited if someone 27 

sees them), and I figured that may have been the case when I was on scene that night because I 28 

assumed the pedestrian had been traveling west on the sidewalk – and had jumped over or walked 29 

around the eastern barricade.  However, I later learned that a witness had seen the pedestrian leave 30 

Tex Mex Thai and use the overhead walkway that stretches over northbound Main Street near the 31 

Merge, and thus had been walking east on the sidewalk where all the scaffolding was.  That made 32 

even less sense because there was construction equipment—buckets, paint cans, rope—on the 33 

sidewalk and mixed in with the debris.  So, the pedestrian is stumbling over all this stuff on the 34 

sidewalk and continues going anyway?  That seems hard to explain, and I know from that same 35 

witness, Gill T. O’Nauthin, that the pedestrian was acting very strangely.  I understand there was 36 

an autopsy and they didn’t find anything but a bit of alcohol in the pedestrian’s system, but 37 

O’Nauthin claims the pedestrian could hold her liquor.  There is still the unanswered question of 38 

why Ms. Dealy was acting so strange that night.  39 

 40 

After I was wrongfully terminated from TBD, I didn’t think much about this case because I was 41 

focused on making TBD pay for their vindictive actions.  But, sometime in early May 2022, I read 42 

about the case against Bon E. Barrow and reached out to the defense lawyers to offer any 43 

assistance.  They asked me to provide an engineering opinion regarding the nature and 44 

foreseeability of the events that led to the pedestrian’s death.  The lawyers said they wanted to hear 45 

from an unbiased third party who saw the scene immediately after it happened, and I fit that bill. 46 
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The scene had been cleaned up in May, of course, but I had my preliminary notes and sketch that 1 

I prepared on March 12, 2022.  They have not been altered since that evening, and I turned them 2 

over to the Defendant’s lawyers on April 27, 2022. 3 

4 

If there is no dispute that the van stopped chasing the black sedan before the sedan passed the Main 5 

and Fox intersection, then—based on my engineering expertise and analysis—it is my expert 6 

opinion that the pedestrian’s death was not a natural or foreseeable result of the earlier car chase 7 

between the black sedan and the Defendant’s van.  The sedan’s erratic and dangerous driving after 8 

the chase had ended was solely caused by the driver, Kinton Cane.  Thus, the pedestrian’s death 9 

resulting from the scaffolding collapse and falling brick cubes was caused solely by Kinton Cane.  10 

From an engineering perspective, Bon E. Barrow had nothing to do with the actions and events 11 

that caused Ms. Dealy’s death. 12 

13 

Finally, I should note that I am the one who created the diagram of downtown Texoma that is in 14 

Exhibit 1, which I created using a program for which I have a subscription.  That program provides 15 

overhead diagrams of buildings and streets, which I use as part of my consulting work.  I added 16 

the names of certain buildings and monuments, and I added a few descriptions as well.  I also 17 

added the letters P and X on Fox Avenue to represent where I observed the location of the deceased 18 

pedestrian (the “P”) and the flattened sedan (the “X”).  The vertical orange marks on the south side 19 

of Fox Avenue in Exhibit 1 represents the location of the orange barricades.  I understand that the 20 

prosecution and the defense have agreed that Exhibit 1 is accurate just not to scale.   21 

22 

Further, affiant sayeth naught. 23 

24 

Sam Bass, P.E. 25 

SAM BASS, P.E. 26 

27 

SIGNED AND SWORN TO on this the 27th day of May 2022. 28 

29 
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ADDENDUM TO FACT STATEMENT OF SAM BASS, P.E. 1 

 2 

I was not provided any of the witness statements when I prepared my original witness statement, 3 

and there is one big thing that I would like to address based on my review of those other statements. 4 

 5 

Kinton Cane claims to have hit the brakes just after passing the Main Street and Fox intersection, 6 

and that allegedly caused the sedan to fishtail and strike the scaffolding.  My analysis of the scene 7 

that night proves that is false.  Again, there were no skid marks other than one set attributable to a 8 

police car anywhere from the intersection to the scaffolding debris.  So, the sedan never hit the 9 

brakes, at least not hard enough to cause a fishtail and leave skid marks, any time before hitting 10 

the scaffolding.  I also know that Detective Wilson claims in his deposition in Exhibit 5 that 11 

someone told him there were skid marks underneath the scaffolding debris.  I never saw any skid 12 

marks there, and I was looking through all that debris from a few feet away.  But that doesn’t 13 

matter – if there were no skid marks before the start of the scaffolding, then the sedan hit the 14 

scaffolding before any brake was applied by Cane. 15 

 16 

As for everything else I read, there isn’t really anything I think I need to directly respond to.  It’s 17 

pretty clear some of the witnesses are saying things just to save their own skin, but I’m not here to 18 

judge someone’s character for telling the truth.  I’m here to provide you scientific testimony.  And 19 

I haven’t seen anything from any witness or in any exhibit that contradicts the facts that: (1) the 20 

sedan was not being chased on Fox Avenue; (2) the sedan hit the scaffolding on the sidewalk 21 

without braking; (3) the scaffolding collapsed and caused the brick cubes to fall; (4) one brick cube 22 

crushed Ms. Dealy to death; and (5) Ms. Dealy was acting strangely enough that night that she 23 

meandered all the way through the construction site on Fox Avenue. 24 

 25 

I’ve read the standard in this case regarding felony murder, and I understand the death of Ms. 26 

Dealy must be a natural and foreseeable consequence of the alleged kidnapping attempt by Bon E. 27 

Barrow and Jess Newton.  Because the car chase had stopped well before Cane even got back to 28 

Fox Avenue after leaving the alley, there was no reason for Cane to continue driving so erratically.  29 

And, even if Cane claims to not know whether they were still being chased, Cane admitted that 30 

they lost control of the sedan after dropping a phone in the floorboards – not out of fear of still 31 

being chased.  Thus, Cane lost control, jumped the curb, crashed through the scaffolding, and 32 

caused falling brick cubes that should not have been left where they were overnight.  I’m not sure 33 

you could write a more improbable and unnatural death even in a teen fiction book. 34 

 35 

There are two other things that I want to add to ensure that I have been as truthful as possible.  36 

First, my hourly rate is $375 for investigation and analysis, and my hourly rate is $775 for travel, 37 

preparation for trial, and testimony at trial.  I have spent 14.1 hours in investigation and analysis, 38 

and I have spent 8.3 hours preparing for testimony in court today.  I have been paid for all my 39 

work up through testimony today, and I have received requests to consult on six other cases based 40 

on the media coverage of this case. 41 

 42 

Second, I am still fighting my wrongful termination against the TBD.  We have just started 43 

exchanging documents, and I am set to be deposed next week.  But that wrongful termination has 44 

not stopped me from actively participating with the CLOT organization.  In fact, last week, I 45 

attended a protest in front of one of the local sheriff’s offices to support our efforts to reduce the 46 
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funding for our local police departments.  Much of that money would be far better spent on 1 

community efforts than running roughshod over our citizens.  I was detained briefly at that protest, 2 

but I was not arrested or charged with any crime.  But being detained by the “man” comes with 3 

the territory when you are protesting against the government.  4 

 5 

This concludes my sworn testimony. 6 

 7 

         Sam Bass, P.E.  8 

      SAM BASS, P.E. 9 

 10 

SIGNED AND SWORN TO at 7:00 a.m. on the first day of trial. 11 

 12 
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TEXOMA BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Dispatch Communication Log 

March 12, 2022 

**All times noted herein are in 24-hour military time (HH:MM:SS) 

20:05:12 – DISPATCHER – Robin 1, report of high-speed car chase in downtown Texoma City, 

requesting aerial support.  Advise your location and status. 

20:05:31 – DELL BOONE – This is Robin 1.  Performing final checklist for immediate departure.  

Will advise when the bird is in the air. 

20:06:01 – DISPATCHER – Copy, Robin 1.  Proceed to downtown Texoma City near Fox Avenue 

and Main Street. 

20:08:58 – DELL BOONE – Dispatch, Robin 1 is in the air and proceeding to Fox and Main.  ETA 

of four minutes. 

20:09:08 – DISPATCHER – Copy, Robin 1.  Be advised, suspect vehicles are a dark sedan and 

light color panel van. 

20:09:17 – DELL BOONE – 10-4, Dispatch, dark sedan and white van. 

20:12:06 – DELL BOONE – This is Robin 1.  I have located the sedan and van.  Vehicles driving 

erratically through downtown streets.  Van appears to be chasing sedan.  Sedan clocked at 81 mph; 

van clocked at 62 mph. Currently northbound on Main Street with van in pursuit approximately – 

wait, sedan now southbound on Main.  A sharp U-turn at the Main Street merge.  Van attempting 

U-turn.  Van continuing pursuit.

20:12:41 – DISPATCHER – Copy, Robin 1.  Police cruisers en route, eight minutes out. 

20:12:50 – DELL BOONE – Roger, Dispatch.  Activating search light for ground units, currently 

tracking dark sedan.  Sedan westbound on Debra Drive, now northbound on Larkin, and now 

eastbound on Fox Avenue.  Wait, just lost the sedan.  Sedan has turned southbound into alley 

between Larkin and Main.  View obstructed.  

20:13:51 – DISPATCHER – Copy, Robin 1. Advise on van’s location. 

20:14:00 – DELL BOONE – Van just now turning east on Fox.  Be advised, Dispatch, van has 

turned down the same alley.  I have lost sight of both vehicles.  Robin 1 is repositioning to the 

south end of alley and will advise. 

20:14:36 – DISPATCHER – Copy, Robin 1.  Please – 
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20:14:37 – DELL BOONE – Dispatch, be advised, sedan has exited alley traveling west on Debra. 

Now south on Connors.  High rate of speed.  65 miles per hour and climbing. Sedan may have its 

headlights off.  

20:14:49 – DISPATCH – Robin 1, report on van’s current location. 

20:14:55 – DELL BOONE – Robin 1 is currently over intersection of Connors and Westway 

heading northeast, spotlight still activated.  Stand by. 

20:15:10 – DISPATCH – Update, Robin 1. 

20:15:33 – DELL BOONE – Dispatch, Robin 1 passing over Main Street merge, but I’ve been 

unable to locate van.  Please advise whether to keep searching for van or relocate dark sedan. 

20:15:44 – DISPATCH – Robin 1, continue search for white van. 

20:15:54 – DELL BOONE – Dispatch, Robin 1 circling at Washburn and Fox, heading southwest 

back for another sweep of area.  Van’s location still unknown.  Robin 1 now over Abby and 

Connors.  No sign of white van. 

20:16:36 – DISPATCH – Robin 1, cruisers are approaching Fox and Main Street.  Request aerial 

support with spotlight at that location. 

20:16:39 – DELL BOONE – Roger, Dispatch.  Robin 1 is seconds away from requested location 

and – what is that? 

20:16:45 – DISPATCH – Robin 1, report. 

20:16:59 – DELL BOONE – Dispatch, I’m seeing a lot of dust in the air over Fox Avenue between 

Main and Washburn.  I’m now hovering over that position.  Fire and EMS are on scene, and the 

first parol car has arrived.  It appears some scaffolding just plain fell down or something, but there 

is significant dust obscuring my view.   

20:17:28 – DISPATCH – Copy, Robin 1.  Confirming ground units on scene.  Continue search for 

the white van. 

20:17:31 – DELL BOONE – Understood, Dispatch.  Robin 1 is searching Washburn and will 

continue search westward.  But be advised we were unable to fully fuel up before takeoff and 

Robin 1 has approximately 30 minutes of fuel left. 

20:17:42 – DISPATCH – Understood, Robin 1. 

20:28:24 – DELL BOONE – Dispatch, Robin 1 has searched from Washburn to Connors between 

Fox and Westway.  White van’s location is unknown. 

20:28:55 – DISPATCH – Copy, Robin 1.  You are cleared to return to base.  

20:37:33 – DELL BOONE – Dispatch, be advised, Robin 1 has returned to base.  Signing off. 
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THE TEXOMA JOURNAL 

KINTON CANE BRIBES TEXOMA BANK OFFICIAL

TO PROTECT ROBERTSTAN WAR PROCEEDS 

BY CHESTER MACDOUGALL, SENIOR DESK CHIEF – FOREIGN AFFAIRS

February 13, 2022 

LOGGAN, ISLAND OF GWYDIR—Nearly two weeks into Robertstan’s horrific 

invasion of the Island of Gwydir, blood still flows down asphalt streets pockmarked 

by missile craters and crisscrossed by displaced palm trees.  The sound of the ocean 

lasts no more than a few seconds.  An ironic intermission between small arms fire to 

our west and the thump-thump of artillery answering back.  Yet, for these brave 

island defenders, the most frightening sound is one you have to strain to hear: the 

devilish hum from a UAV hidden in the clouds above. 

There is a sad reality here.  It is whispered among the weary soldiers, sounding more 

like a prayer than an acknowledgement.  They have no defense against the UAVs.  

Missile-equipped UAVs are common in the modern manifestation of war, and the 

Island has received millions in financial and military aid from the West already this 

year.  So how could the Island be so outmatched?  According to our confidential source, 

the answer lies somewhere inside the concrete walls surrounding a five-acre 

compound in southwest Texoma City.  A compound owned by the CEO of Graybird, 

S.A. – Kinton Cane. 

Cane is no stranger to public scrutiny.  After meeting Wall Ace Chaves, the 

international tennis player, on a then-unknown dating app called 4Love&Money, 

Cane was dogged by the paparazzi and gossip magazines.  Cane was also scrutinized 

by numerous government agencies after fleeing the European Federation without 

paying an estimated $3.8 billion tax bill for the 2021 tax year.  While Cane ultimately 

paid back $1.1 billion to settle the matter, that hardly seems like one’s fair share 

compared to Graybird’s grotesque $19 billion in gross profits that year.  After all, 

misbehaving children unreprimanded rarely course correct. 

Indeed, it was at Graybird where Cane finally showed their true colors.  After 

transforming the small drone manufacturing company into an international 

powerhouse for militarized UAVs, Cane eagerly sold those drones to rogue countries, 

dictators, and despots for blood-stained cash.  Then Cane moved Graybird to Texoma 

to exploit our business-friendly laws, corrupt our local officials, and profit off of the 

murderous invasion of a peaceful and sovereign nation.   
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This journalist has inspected several UAVs that have crashed or malfunctioned in 

the Island of Gwydir.  Each bears the unmistakable logo of Graybird, and soldiers 

have confirmed these UAVs are identical to the ones firing missiles, leveling 

buildings, and maiming women and children across the Island.  Soldiers also report 

that captured Robertstan fighters have admitted to seeing boxes, invoices, and other 

documents bearing the Graybird logo.  There is no dispute that Graybird is supplying 

Robertstan with the same UAVs sustaining Robertstan’s invasion. 

We now have additional evidence that Cane is evading global sanctions imposed on 

the countries and companies assisting Robertstan.  An anonymous official with the 

Texoma Banking Department has confessed to this journalist that Cane offered and 

paid hundreds of thousands of dollars in bribes to ensure profits from Graybird’s sales 

to Robertstan were deposited into Texoma bank accounts that are accessible to 

Kinton Cane.  We have reviewed documents, emails, and text messages provided to 

us by this anonymous source – and we have cross-checked the authenticity of those 

documents with other confidential sources, and we have confirmed to be authentic. 

Our source cannot be disclosed at this time for fear of his or her personal safety and 

potential retribution from Kinton Cane.  We have been in contact with local and 

federal authorities to pursue an investigation into Cane’s bribery and unlawful use 

of the banking system.  In the meantime, we urge our readers to make it clear to 

Kinton Cane that such actions are intolerable and must be punished to the fullest 

extent of the law and common decency.   

This journalist and the Texoma Journal made repeated attempts to contact Kinton 

Cane and Graybird for comment prior to publishing this article.  A representative for 

Graybird responded by email denying, in strenuous and colorful language, the 

allegations against Cane and Graybird but providing no other comment other than 

“Defame Cane at your own risk.” 

If you have any information concerning Graybird or Kinton Cane relevant to this 

article, please contact us using the confidential email system on our website. 
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STATE OF TEXOMA, § 

IN THE CRIMINAL DISTRICT COURT § 

PROSECUTION, § 

 § 

v. § OF

§ 

BON E. BARROW, § 
§ LANDRY COUNTY, TEXOMA 

DEFENDANT. § 

§ 

1 

DEPOSITION TRANSCRIPT OF DETECTIVE LARS WILSON 2 

3 

Tuesday, May 24, 2022 4 

10:07 a.m. Texoma Time 5 

6 

COURT REPORTER:  Good morning.  We are now on the record.  Today’s date is May 24, 7 

2022 and the time is 10:07 a.m. Texoma Time. This is the deposition of Detective Lars Wilson in 8 

the case captioned State of Texoma versus Bon E. Barrow filed in the Criminal District Court of 9 

Landry County, Texoma, cause number 22-0213.  My name is Patricia Kilpatrick, and I am the 10 

court reporter transcribing today’s deposition.  Would counsel please make their appearances. 11 

12 

MR. SORRELS: B.D. Sorrels, Criminal District Attorney, Landry County, Texoma,13 

representing the Prosecution, the State of Texoma. 14 

15 

MS. BARDEN: Good morning.  Keely Barden of Alexander Anders Allison, LLP, for the 16 

Defendant, Bon E. Barrow.  I would like to note, just for the record, that Detective Wilson is 17 

appearing for his deposition today pursuant to a joint notice of deposition filed by the Prosecution 18 

and the Defense, which was subsequently approved by the Court.  Thus, while Mr. Sorrels will 19 

begin the examination, Detective Wilson is represented by the District Attorney’s Office and 20 

considered to be a State’s witness.  I just wanted to note that since it’s a bit unusual for a party to 21 

begin the deposition of its own witness.  Mr. Sorrels, is all of that fair? 22 

23 

MR. SORRELS: Yes, the State will stipulate to what Ms. Barden just said on the record.  I 24 

will just add that the reason Detective Wilson is being deposed today is because the detective will 25 

be out of the country on a family vacation at the time of trial and thus will be unavailable to testify 26 

at that time. 27 

28 

*****DETECTIVE LARS WILSON, called as a witness, having been duly sworn under oath, was 29 

examined and testified as follows: 30 

31 

COURT REPORTER:  Counsel, you may proceed. 32 

33 
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DIRECT EXAMINATION 1 

BY MR. SORRELS: 2 

3 

Q. Good morning, Detective Wilson.  As you probably know, the purpose of today’s deposition4 

is for me and opposing counsel to ask you questions to which you are obligated to provide truthful5 

answers.  Although there is no judge or jury present with us today, do you understand that the oath6 

you just took is as sacred and binding as if you had taken the same oath in a court of law prior to7 

testifying from the witness chair?8 

9 

A. Yes, sir.  I do.10 

11 

Q. From time to time, Ms. Barden or I may object to questions that the other has asked you.12 

Unless I, as your attorney, instruct you not to answer a question on the basis of attorney-client13 

privilege, you are required to answer the question regardless of whether or not an objection has14 

been made.  Do you understand that?15 

16 

A. Yes, sir.17 

18 

Q. Finally, and I ask every witness this – and I’m sure Ms. Barden asks something similar – so19 

understand that this question is not personal.  But, are you under the influence of any drugs,20 

medications, or substances that would prevent you from testifying truthfully today?21 

22 

A. No, sir.23 

24 

Q. Great, so please introduce yourself to the jury and provide them with a brief background.25 

26 

A. I’m sorry, to the jury?27 

28 

Q. Yeah, so that’s a great question.  There is no jury in the room here today, but our lovely29 

court reporter is taking down everything we say during this deposition, and that will be turned into30 

a written transcript.  At trial, the State and or the Defendant may introduce some of your answers31 

today and present them to the jury.  So, just imagine that you are actually testifying from the witness32 

chair in a courtroom on the day of trial.  Does that make sense?33 

34 

A. Yes, sir.  I get it now.  My name is Detective Lars Wilson, and I am a detective in the35 

homicide division at the Texoma Bureau of Investigation, which is sometimes abbreviated as the36 

TBI.  I have worked for the TBI for eleven years, the last four years or so in my current position.37 

Prior to making detective, I was a patrol officer for my first five years with the TBI and then spent38 

about two years as a supervisor in the evidence and property management division.  I left that role39 

after passing the detective’s exam in December 2017 and being promoted to detective.40 

41 

Q. Were you working on the evening of March 12, 2022?42 

43 

A. Yes, sir.  My shift began on March 12 at 3:00 p.m. and was set to end at midnight, but I44 

ended up working until about 10:00 a.m. the next morning.45 

46 
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Q. Please describe for the jury what you recall during your shift on March 12, 2022. 1 

2 

A. The first part of my shift that day was relatively unremarkable.  It started with a shift3 

meeting, as it always does.  Some updates were given about pending cases or investigations, and4 

then I hit the road with my partner, Detective Patti Garza.  Unfortunately, Detective Garza passed5 

away last month after a freak skiing accident.  She was the best partner I ever had.6 

7 

Q. I’m terribly sorry for your loss, Detective.  Please continue.8 

9 

A. Thank you.  We had two eyewitnesses to interview for a double homicide that we were10 

investigating, and we drove to each of their homes for those interviews.  Our shift meeting lasted11 

about 45 minutes, so we were on the road by about 4:00 p.m.  After those interviews, we returned12 

to the downtown TBI field office where I have my desk and where I work when I’m not out in the13 

field.  It was probably about 6:45 p.m. when we got back to the office because one of the witnesses14 

was pretty far north, and it took us about 30 minutes each direction for that one witness.15 

16 

Q. Before you continue, and I should have done this at the outset – I’m handing you what has17 

been previously marked as Exhibit 1 in this case, which is a diagram of the downtown Texoma City18 

area with a few places identified on the diagram.19 

20 

A. Thank you. (reading exhibit) Ok, Exhibit 1 looks just like what you said, a map of the21 

downtown Texoma City with a few places identified.  But I’m not sure what those letters and orange22 

vertical dashes are on Exhibit 1 just below where it says, “The Strip.”23 

24 

Q. And that’s fine, Detective.  I’ll represent to you Exhibit 1 was prepared by one of the25 

Defendant’s witnesses, an engineer, but both sides agree that the diagram is an accurate map or26 

diagram of downtown Texoma City – other than it’s not perfectly to scale.  Other than the letters27 

and orange dashes you referenced, do you agree Exhibit 1 is an accurate depiction of downtown28 

Texoma City?29 

30 

A. Yes, sir.  It looks accurate.31 

32 

Q. When you and Detective Garza returned to the TBI field office after interviewing the two33 

eyewitnesses in that other case, what happened next?34 

35 

A. We did some paperwork and then decided to have dinner at Golden Goose, which is36 

probably five or six miles north of downtown.  The waiter had just delivered our plates when we37 

received a radio call about a high-speed car chase in progress in downtown Texoma City.  Detective38 

Garza threw some cash on the table and we sprinted to our car without taking a bite.  I was driving,39 

and we were both listening to updates over the radio from the dispatcher as we closed in on the area.40 

We had the lights and sirens active, and I had to navigate through several red lights and backed up41 

traffic en route to get there as fast as we could.42 

43 

Q. What, if anything, did the dispatcher say regarding the types of vehicles involved in the car44 

chase?45 

46 
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MS. BARDEN: Objection, calls for hearsay. 1 

2 

BY MR. SORRELS: 3 

Q. Go ahead, Detective.  You can answer.4 

5 

A. The dispatcher advised that a dark sedan and a white van were the suspect vehicles.  We6 

also were advised that a TBI helicopter was already in the air and had observed both vehicles7 

traveling at high rates of speed and indeed were involved in a car chase.  That was why I was8 

speeding so fast toward downtown – because car chases, especially in a crowded downtown area,9 

are so dangerous.10 

11 

MS. BARDEN: Objection, the last sentence was nonresponsive. 12 

13 

BY MR. SORRELS: 14 

Q. Detective, what happened next?15 

16 

A. As we neared downtown from the north, traveling southbound on Main Street, I could see17 

the helicopter’s spotlight right around the Merge.  That spot where both directions of Main Street18 

split and there is that overhead pedestrian walkway.  So, I basically used that light as my marker19 

and headed straight for it.  In fact, you can see the merge and the walkway here on Exhibit 120 

(indicating).  Within a minute after I saw the spotlight near the Merge and the Strip, I passed Chase21 

Crossway, one street north of Fox Avenue, which would be just off the page here in Exhibit 122 

(indicating), and then I saw a black coupe or sedan race by from my right to left down Fox Avenue,23 

but I guess that would be from left to right if you’re looking at Exhibit 1.  I was certain that was24 

one of the suspect vehicles.  The southbound lane was clear, so I took a hard left on Fox but had to25 

immediately slam on my brakes.26 

27 

Q. Why did you have to slam on the brakes?28 

29 

A. There was some scaffolding on the south sidewalk of Fox Avenue, and it was literally30 

collapsing into the street right in front of us, throwing up a bunch of debris including a bunch of31 

bricks.  There were pieces of scaffolding, poles and wooden planks, and broken bricks everywhere32 

in the road.  One chunk of bricks fell right on top of the sedan and stopped it instantly.  I told33 

Detective Garza to call EMS and the fire department, but I assume they had already been called34 

because they both arrived within seconds of me arriving to the scene.   I ran towards the sedan even35 

though I was almost certain anyone inside was dead because the sedan’s roof was entirely caved in,36 

but somehow the driver was alive, just unconscious.  The fire department extracted the driver using37 

the Jaws of Life and transported the driver to the hospital.  At the time, the sedan driver was still a38 

suspect, so I ordered officers to the hospital to ensure the driver was detained while receiving39 

medical treatment.40 

41 

Q. Was anyone else hurt at the scene?42 

43 

A. Yes, a couple people had minor scrapes and were released, but one person was declared44 

deceased at the scene.  That person, Tee Dealy, had been crushed to death by one of the brick cubes45 
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that fell from the collapsing scaffolding on the east end of the south side Fox Avenue sidewalk.  1 

Ms. Dealy would have died instantly. 2 

3 

MS. BARDEN: Objection, outside the scope of the witness’ expertise.  Detective 4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Wilson is not a doctor or medical professional. 

BY MR. SORRELS: 

Q. Detective Wilson, I’m handing you what has been previously marked as Exhibit 2.  Can 
you tell us what this exhibit is?

A. Exhibit 2 looks like some brick cubes similar to the ones I saw broken apart in the 
scaffolding debris after the scaffolding collapsed.12 

13 

Q What happened after you discovered Ms. Dealy deceased on scene? 14 

15 

A. I learned from the dispatcher that the white van was still missing and had not been seen by16 

the helicopter or any of the officers on the ground.  As the supervising officer on scene, I needed to17 

stay on Fox Avenue, so I directed Detective Garza to use our patrol car to search for the van in the18 

nearby area.  Detective Garza searched several underground parking garages, including both of the19 

parking garages you see identified here in Exhibit 1 (indicating).  But Detective Garza did not find20 

the white van in the downtown area after searching for about an hour, and she returned to the scene21 

after that.22 

23 

Q. What did you observe while you remained on scene during this time?24 

25 

A. As I said earlier, I observed the fire department extract the driver from the totaled sedan and26 

transport that person to the hospital.  I learned the driver’s name was Kinton Cane, and I forwarded27 

that information to the dispatcher to begin running a background check on Cane.  I also observed28 

the EMS crew transport the deceased, Ms. Dealy, to the morgue in an ambulance.  Officers also29 

cordoned off the scene using yellow caution tape.30 

31 

Q. Did you interview anyone at the scene, Detective?32 

33 

A. Yes.  When I first found the deceased who had been crushed by that falling brick cube, there34 

was an individual kneeling near Ms. Dealy’s body, vomiting, who then identified themselves as Gil35 

T. O’Nauthin.  They were apparently friends with Ms. Dealy and obviously shook up.  I interviewed36 

O’Nauthin briefly who advised that Dealy had been acting strangely minutes earlier when the two37 

were eating at Tex Mex Thai near the Merge.  O’Nauthin was the one actually that caused me to38 

send Detective Garza back out to search for the van because O’Nauthin had stated seeing a white39 

van leave the alley on Debra Drive just before crossing the pedestrian walkway in search of Dealy.40 

41 

Q. Did you receive any update about Kinton Cane’s condition at the hospital?42 

43 

A. Yes, after I returned to the TBI field office with Detective Garza later that evening.  It was44 

probably about 11 p.m., and I spoke with the doctor treating Cane.  The doctor said that Cane was45 

in stable position, had suffered a moderate grade concussion and some minor scrapes and cuts, but46 
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was expected to make a full recovery.  The doctor also said Cane’s toxicology screen had come 1 

back negative with no signs of drugs or alcohol.  We were still in the middle of our investigation, 2 

and I had seen a preliminary background report on Cane prepare by one of our analysts, which 3 

raised some questions about Cane, so I instructed the doctor to make sure Cane was detained until 4 

further notice.  I also spoke with one of the officers at the hospital to reiterate my order to detain 5 

Cane, and I instructed them to read Cane their Miranda rights since they were in custody – and to 6 

write down anything that Cane said. 7 

8 

Q. Did you ever find the white van?9 

10 

A. Yes.  Approximately 15 or 20 minutes before midnight, a person who identified themselves11 

as Jess Newton came to the TBI field office and confessed to being a passenger in the white van.12 

Newton explained they had come forward after learning about Ms. Dealy’s death on the television.13 

I interrogated Newton for approximately 45 minutes and learned Newton and another individual,14 

Bon E. Barrow, had attempted to kidnap Cane in some altruistic effort to make a citizen’s arrest of15 

Cane.  The plan evidently was to turn Cane over to the police for war crimes or something like that.16 

I had seen some similar accusations about Cane in the background check report, but they seemed17 

pretty far-fetched if you ask me.  Newton provided Barrow’s address and additional details about18 

the kidnapping plot, including that Barrow and Newton had spent nearly a week staking out Cane’s19 

home in the white van.  I arrested Newton for conspiracy to kidnapping and booked Newton in one20 

of the jail cells in our office.  Detective Garza and I then traveled to Barrow’s address at21 

approximately 2:30 a.m., which was now the morning of March 13, 2022.22 

23 

Q. What happened when you arrived at Barrow’s address?24 

25 

A. Upon arriving at the scene, I observed a white van parked in the driveway of the address26 

provided by Newton.  I radioed the dispatcher with a description of the van, and the dispatcher27 

confirmed the van matched the description from the helicopter pilot earlier that evening.  We waited28 

approximately 15 minutes for a backup unit who covered the back of the house, and then Detective29 

Garza and I approached the front door.  I announced ourselves as police officers and banged loudly30 

on the door.  Barrow answered the door, identified themselves, and confirmed having driven the31 

white van hours earlier in downtown Texoma City.  We placed Barrow under arrest for attempted32 

kidnapping and felony murder due to Ms. Dealy’s death.  Barrow was booked at the TBI downtown33 

field office, and I attempted to interrogate Barrow but Barrow requested a lawyer.  I then placed34 

Barrow in a jail cell on the opposite side of the building to ensure Barrow and Newton could not35 

communicate.  Since they were both suspects in the same crime, that is standard procedure.36 

37 

Q. Did Barrow say anything after you placed Barrow under arrest and prior to Barrow38 

requesting a lawyer?39 

40 

A. Barrow objected to the arrest and claimed they had been trying to make a citizen’s arrest of41 

Kinton Cane.  That was consistent with what Newton had said earlier that evening.42 

43 

Q. Thank you, Detective.  I have no further questions at this time, and I pass the witness.44 

45 

46 
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CROSS EXAMINATION 1 

BY MS. BARDEN: 2 

3 

Q. Good morning, Detective.  Thank you for being here today.4 

5 

A. Yes, ma’am.  You’re welcome.6 

7 

Q. When you arrived at Fox Avenue and observed the sedan crushed by one of the brick cubes,8 

the sedan was still running, correct?9 

10 

A. The sedan was sputtering, so to speak, but it still had power somehow because there was11 

this awful dance club music blaring from the sedan.12 

13 

Q. And the sedan’s front headlights weren’t on, were they?14 

15 

A. Well, it’s possible someone turned them off.16 

17 

MS. BARDEN: I’m going to object to that answer as nonresponsive. 18 

19 

Q. Detective, please answer only the question that I ask.  When you first arrived on Fox Avenue20 

and observed the sedan with the cube of bricks on top of it, the sedan’s front headlights were off,21 

weren’t they?22 

23 

A. As far as I recall, yes – the headlights were off.24 

25 

Q. Thank you.  And when you first observed the victim deceased at the scene, Ms. Dealy, she26 

was wearing all black clothes, wasn’t she?27 

28 

A. Ms. Dealy was wearing some black clothes, yes.29 

30 

Q. It wasn’t just some black clothes, Detective, was it?  Ms. Dealy was dressed from head to31 

toe in all black.  Isn’t that right?32 

33 

A. I believe that is correct.34 

35 

Q. Black shoes, black jeans, and black shirt.  Right?36 

37 

A. Yes, ma’am.38 

39 

Q. You know from experience as a detective and a police officer that it’s pretty odd for an adult40 

pedestrian to be dressed in all black and walking the street at night, correct?41 

42 

A. I guess so, but I’m not sure how to quantify whether that would be odd or not.43 

44 

Q. Well, you wouldn’t let one of your children walk along a street dressed in all black, right?45 

46 
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A. No, ma’am.  Probably not.1 

2 

Q. Now, during your direct examination, you testified that you spent a couple years as the3 

supervisor in the TBI evidence management division, right?4 

5 

A. Yes, the TBI Evidence and Property Management Division.  That’s correct.6 

7 

Q. For someone who hasn’t worked as a police officer or for the TBI, would you agree that8 

means, in simple terms, you were in charge of managing the evidence collected in a criminal9 

investigation?10 

11 

A. In very basic terms, yes, that’s a fair description.  We ensure a proper chain of custody of12 

the evidence collected so that it can be tested, examined, and or presented at a trial.13 

14 

Q. And the reason it’s important to preserve evidence collected in a criminal investigation is15 

because you can’t use evidence in court if its destroyed, lost, or mishandled.  Do you agree with16 

that statement?17 

18 

A. I’m not a lawyer, but I would generally agree with that statement, yes.19 

20 

Q. You’re aware in this case that one of your colleagues, Officer Dell Boone – the helicopter21 

pilot the night of the car chase – broke protocol by bringing a coffee cup into the TBI secure22 

evidence room on March 13, 2022, right?23 

24 

A. I am aware of that, yes.25 

26 

Q. That was a breach of TBI protocol, right?  And that breach led to the complete destruction27 

of the Defendant’s MePhone, correct?28 

29 

A. I am aware that Barrow’s MePhone was damaged by the coffee spill and that no information30 

could be obtained from the phone.31 

32 

Q. Now, I know that Officer Boone is one of your colleagues, but you would still agree that33 

Officer Boone made a huge mistake bringing that coffee cup in the evidence room, right?34 

35 

A. I would not call it a huge mistake, but it was against protocol.  It should not have happened.,36 

but I found no evidence that it was done intentionally.37 

38 

Q. Regardless, if Bon E. Barrow had information on that MePhone that would help the defense,39 

that information is long gone, isn’t it?40 

41 

A. Any information on the MePhone is gone, yes ma’am.42 

43 

Q. Because of what Officer Boone did?44 

45 

A. Because of Officer Boone’s unintentional mistake, yes ma’am.46 
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Q. You’re aware that Jess Newton will be testifying on behalf of the State at the trial against 1 

my client, Bon E. Barrow, correct?2 

3 

A. Yes.4 

5 

Q. You’re also aware that the State has reduced Newton’s charge of conspiracy to kidnap in6 

exchange for testifying exactly how the State wants, right?7 

8 

MR. SORRELS: Objection.  Mischaracterizes the evidence and assumes facts. 9 

10 

BY MS. BARDEN: 11 

Q. You can answer, Detective.12 

13 

A. I’m aware that there is a contingent plea agreement between the State and Newton that may14 

result in a reduced charge or reduced sentence against Newton.  But I’m not aware that agreement15 

is contingent upon Newton testifying in any way other than providing full and truthful testimony.16 

17 

Q. I’m handing what has been previously marked as Exhibit 8.  What is Exhibit 8?18 

19 

A. Exhibit 8 appears to be the contingent plea agreement between the State of Texoma and Jess20 

Newton.  I’ve seen a copy of this in preparation for my deposition, and it looks like the same one.21 

22 

Q. Do you know the date Jess Newton submitted a fact statement in this case?23 

24 

A. No, ma’am.25 

26 

Q. Interesting.  Now, at some point after discovering the sedan, the deceased victim, and all27 

the broken scaffolding and bricks in the roadway that night, you instructed Detective Garza to28 

search for the white van, is that right?29 

30 

A. Yes, ma’am.31 

32 

Q. How long after you first arrived on Fox Avenue did you instruct Detective Garza to begin33 

that search?34 

35 

A. Approximately five minutes.  I found the sedan’s driver unconscious, and the fire36 

department was there within probably 30 seconds with the Jaws of Life, so I got out of their way.37 

I then observed the deceased victim, Ms. Dealy, for approximately a minute before EMS arrive and38 

I let them do their thing.  I then radioed dispatch for any instructions, and then that’s when I learned39 

the van had not been found – and when I sent Detective Garza to continue the search.40 

41 

Q. So, within five minutes of the scaffolding collapsing, Detective Garza was back in your car42 

actively searching for the white van, correct?43 

44 

A. Within approximately five minutes, yes.45 

46 
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Q. And Detective Garza was diligently looking for that white van, wasn’t she? 1 

2 

A. I assume so, yes.3 

4 

Q. But the van was nowhere to be found in the downtown area, was it?5 

6 

A. Detective Garza did not find the van during that search of the downtown area.  Correct.7 

8 

Q. Finally, when you saw the dark sedan race by you on Fox Avenue just before you turned9 

and saw the scaffolding collapse, the sedan was speeding, correct?10 

11 

A. I did not have my speedometer activated, but the sedan appeared to be speeding – by how12 

much, I’m not sure.  I assume Kinton Cane was still fleeing the white van.13 

14 

Q. But you don’t know that for a fact, do you, Detective?15 

16 

A. I do not.  You would have to ask Cane.17 

18 

Q. We will.  Now, just a few more questions.  After you arrested Barrow, what did you find in19 

the van?20 

21 

A. Nothing.  We never conducted a search of the van since the Defendant admitted driving it.22 

23 

Q. Now, I understand that you personally served a citation for a building code violation on the24 

contractor that left the brick cubes on the scaffolding that collapsed on March 12, 2022.  Is that25 

right?26 

27 

A. Yes, ma’am.28 

29 

Q. Why would a veteran detective in the homicide division like yourself serve a building code30 

violation on a contractor?  That citation was just a fine, wasn’t it?31 

32 

A. Yes, it was a fine of $25,000.  Since someone died from the falling brick cubes, we wanted33 

to make sure the contractor knew how serious the citation was.  And thus I was the one who34 

delivered it – and I delivered it personally to the contractor owner.35 

36 

Q. Thank you for your time, Detective.  No further questions.37 

38 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 39 

BY MR. SORRELS: 40 

41 

Q. Just a couple follow-up questions, Detective Wilson.  Opposing counsel asked you about42 

your observations when you first saw the sedan crushed by the brick cubes.  Was there any43 

scaffolding or pieces of scaffolding on or near the sedan when you first arrived on scene?44 

45 
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A. I do not recall any pieces of scaffolding directly on top of the sedan.  Most of the debris that1 

was in the roadway was behind the sedan, or to the west of where the sedan came to a stop.  From2 

the sedan to the east, almost all of the scaffolding was on the south sidewalk.  But there were a few3 

scaffolding poles near the front bumper of the sedan.  I think one of them was maybe on the sedan4 

hood, but I can’t recall that exactly.5 

6 

Q. I’m handing you what has been previously marked as Exhibit 9.  Can you tell the jury what7 

you see in Exhibit 9?8 

9 

A. Exhibit 9 appears to be a picture of some scaffolding from a computer program.10 

11 

Q. Are you able to testify whether Exhibit 9 shows what the scaffolding looked like before it12 

collapsed that night on March 12, 2022?13 

14 

A. No, sir.  I know that there was scaffolding, but it started collapsing the moment I arrived on15 

scene.  So I cannot say whether or not the scaffolding, prior to the collapse, looked like this or not.16 

17 

Q. Are you aware of any skid marks left by the sedan on Fox Avenue?18 

19 

A. I am personally not aware of any skid marks.  I was not looking for skid marks at the time,20 

and all the scaffolding debris was in the roadway behind the sedan.  I later heard from someone, I21 

can’t remember who, that they saw some skid marks behind the sedan that had been covered up by22 

the scaffolding debris.23 

24 

MS. BARDEN: Objection, hearsay. 25 

26 

Q. You were asked some questions regarding the timeline on March 12, 2022.  I’m showing27 

you what has been marked as Exhibit 3.  Have you seen Exhibit 3 before?28 

29 

A. No, sir.  I’ve never seen this dispatch log before.30 

31 

MR. SORRELS: No further question from the State. 32 

33 

RECROSS EXAMINATION 34 

BY MS. BARDEN 35 

36 

Q. Just a couple follow-ups myself.  Detective Wilson, you were asked about skid marks.  Do37 

you recall that?38 

39 

A. Yes, ma’am.40 

41 

Q. I’m handing you what has been previously marked as Exhibit 7.  Take a second to look at42 

that document and let me know when you’re done.43 

44 

A. Ok. (reading exhibit). Ok, I am ready.45 

46 
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Q. I will represent to you that Exhibit 7 is a handwritten sketch and diagram prepared by Sam 1 

Bass, a structural engineer who arrived on scene at approximately 9 p.m. that night. 2 

3 

A. Ok, that name sounds familiar.  I think I may have spoken to Sam Bass that evening.4 

5 

Q. Let’s start there, then.  What do you recall about your conversation with Sam Bass at the6 

scene of the scaffolding collapse on March 12, 2022?7 

8 

A. Nothing specifically.  I remember Bass was an engineer with the Buildings Department and9 

was drawing something on a sketch pad, so I assume this (indicating) is that drawing.10 

11 

Q. What about generally?  What do you generally remember about your conversation with Sam12 

Bass that evening?13 

14 

A. Generally, there was some discussion about whether the sedan had struck the scaffolding or15 

whether the scaffolding had just fallen down for some reason.  But I cannot remember anything16 

more than that.17 

18 

Q. Because you will not be present at trial, I want you to take a few moments and look over19 

Exhibit 7.  And let me know if you disagree with anything in the drawings that you see in Exhibit20 

7. Not the notes near the top, just the drawing itself.21 

22 

A. Yes, ma’am.  (reading exhibit)  So, the location of the sedan and the pedestrian look accurate23 

based on my memory.  I did not take any measurements at the scene, so I can’t say one way or24 

another on the measurements in this sketch.  I also can’t say the location of all the scaffolding debris25 

is 100 percent accurate, but it looks to be where all the debris was.  I also cannot say for sure whether26 

the sedan’s path indicated on Exhibit 7 is accurate because I think that is just Bass’s guess about27 

the sedan’s path.28 

29 

Q. Do you see the skid marks indicated on the left side of Exhibit 7 just across the crosswalk?30 

31 

A. Yes, I do.  And I see those are notated as skid marks from a cop car.  That would be the skid32 

marks left from my patrol car when I had to slam on my brakes after making that turn and seeing33 

the scaffolding falling into the road and onto the speeding sportscar.34 

35 

Q. Nothing further.36 

37 

COURT REPORTER:  This concludes the deposition of Detective Lars Wilson.  The time 38 

is 11:31 a.m. Texoma Time, and we are now off the record. 39 

40 

*****THEREUPON, the proceeding concluded at 11:31 a.m. 41 

42 

43 

44 
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DEPONENT 1 

2 

I, Detective Lars Wilson, do hereby certify that the foregoing testimony given by me on May 24, 3 

2022, is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.  I further certify that I have been 4 

given the opportunity to review the foregoing testimony and make any corrections, and that I 5 

certify no corrections are necessary. 6 

7 

Dated: May 27, 2022. 8 

9 

10 

Detective Lars Wilson 11 

Detective Lars Wilson 12 

13 

14 

CERTIFICATE 15 

16 

I, Patricia Kilpatrick, CSR, a Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public, do hereby certify 17 

that the witness whose deposition is hereinbefore set forth was duly sworn by me, and that such 18 

deposition transcript is a true record of the testimony given by such witness. 19 

20 

I further certify that I am not related to any of the parties to this action by blood or marriage; and 21 

that I am in no way interested in the outcome of this matter. 22 

23 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this 27th day of May 2022. 24 

25 

/s/ Patricia Kilpatrick, CSR 26 
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Tex Mex Thai 

458 Debra Drive, Texoma 

MAIN BAR – RECEIPT 

March 12, 2022 

Guaca-Thai-Salsa Appetizer  $  8.95 

Pad Thai Tacos (Green Rice, Green Rice) $14.95 

Phojitas – Chicken/Beef Combo $19.95 

Tequila Flight – March Anjeo Flight (4 sampler) $19.50 

Water  $  0.00 

Cappuccino $  4.75 

Tequila Flight – March Anjeo Flight (4 sampler) $19.50 

SUBTOTAL:  $87.60 

TAX (8.25%):  $  7.23 

TOTAL DUE:  $94.83 

**Paid by CC (x8848) (Gil T. O’Nauthin) 

**Chip Read (8:15 p.m.) (Approval x323874) 

Y’ALL COME BACK NOW, YA HEAR! 
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OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY – LANDRY COUNTY, TEXOMA 

B.D. SORRELS – CRIMINAL DISTRICT ATTORNEY

March 18, 2022 

CONTINGENT PLEA AGREEMENT 

This Contingent Plea Agreement (“Agreement”) is made by and between the Office of the District 

Attorney – Landry County, Texoma, B.D. Sorrels (“DA”), and Jess Newton, an individual residing 

in Landry County, Texoma (“Newton”). 

WHEREAS, the DA has charged Newton with the criminal offense of conspiracy to kidnapping 

based on events that transpired on or about March 12, 2022; 

WHEREAS, Newton does not deny the charge; 

WHEREAS, the DA has charged Bon E. Barrow with the criminal offenses of attempted 

kidnapping and felony murder for Barrow’s role in the events that lead to the death of a pedestrian 

on Fox Avenue in downtown Texoma City on March 12, 2022; 

WHEREAS, Barrow has pled not guilty to the charged offenses, and trial is set on those charges 

before a Texoma jury; 

WHEREAS, the DA has agreed to consider reducing Newton’s charge and/or sentence contingent 

upon Newton’s testimony against Barrow at the above-referenced trial; 

WHEREAS, Newton has agreed to testify fully and truthfully against Barrow at the above-

referenced trial, and Newton further agrees to fully cooperate with the DA in its prosecution of 

Barrow; 

WHEREAS, Newton agrees that the DA will not reduce Newton’s charge and/or sentence until 

after a verdict is reached in the trial against Barrow, and Newton acknowledges that the DA has 

no obligation to reduce Newton’s charge or sentence – but the DA may do so in its unfettered 

discretion if it is satisfied that Newton has testified fully and truthfully at the above-referenced 

trial; 

WHEREAS, the DA agrees to make a final determination of whether to reduce Newton’s charge 

and/or sentence within seven (7) days after the jury returns its verdict in the above-referenced trial; 

and, 

WHEREAS, Newton acknowledges that the DA has made no promises and is under no obligations 

other than those set forth in this Agreement. 

By our signatures below, the parties to this Agreement agree to its terms. 

B.D. Sorrels  Jess Newton 
Criminal District Attorney 
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